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In Our flat Year

Murray, Ky., Thursday Afternoon, July 16, 1970

Teachers In Bowling Green
Expected To File Suit Today
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Rise In TVA Rate
Expected August 1

BOWLING GREEN, KY. tour teachers, three principals
(UPI)-Eight persons who were and a librarian-charge the board
Russell County leaders during with firing or demoting thern
the statewide teachers strike lalt - willfully and with malice"
February were expected to fee because of their participation in
an $800,000 damage suit against. the week-long walkout.
the Russell County School Board The four teachers involved in
in U.S. District Court here tom. the suit were not rehired for the
The olaintiffs-which include 1970-71 school year. They are
Ernest Brock of Russell County
High School, Kelly Burton of
Salem Elementary School,
Calloway County Sheriff Clyde,
Brenda Holt of Russell Springs
and Marshall County
Steele
Elementary School, and William
Sheriff Sam Myers were hosts for
Wilrnoth, a football coach at
the dinner meeting of the First
Russell County High School.
District Sheriffs' Association
Supt. Brooks Bates, who is
held at the Holiday Inn on
named as a defendant in the suit,
KNOXVILLE (UPD — The
Tuesday evening.
(Continuod on Pegs Sayan)
Ninety-four persons attended Tennessee Valley Authority toBy United Press Internatiasel
the dinner including sheriffs, day acknowledged that a rise in
Brisk winds swept a hot and
deputies, and wives from the wholesale rates for electric power is in the works for Aug. 1,
muggy air mass off the
counties in the first district.
Midlands today, squeezing scatSpecial guests were Judge and and again before the end of the
Brushing On The Talent-Gerald Lumley of Murray,son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sanders, is intent on
tered thundershowers one) the
Mrs. James Lassiter, County year.
his work during the first of two annual summer Art Honors Workshops at Murray State University.
East and South.'
Judge Robert 0. Miller, County
He is among 75 participants from fourstates to enroll in the two-week sessions sponsored for the 10th
Moist tropical air from the The intersection of North 6th
Attorney and Mrs. Sid Easley',
TVA said that the raises Is
year by the art department at the university. Directed by Richard Jackson, associate professor of
Commonwealth Attorney and wholesale rates likely would
art, the first workshop is July 6-17 and the second is July 20-31. Students from Illinois, Kentucky, Gulf of Mexico brought mare and Walnut Streets was the scene
showers and thunderstorm18 of the two car collision that ocMrs. Boyce Clayton, State produce a retail rise in cost of
Rev. C. E. Timberlake
Missouri and Tennessee were awarded workshop grants to participate. (photo by WiLson Woolley)
Meta curred Wednesday at 12:40 p.m.,
from the Southern
Detective and Mrs. Joe Hill, around 25 per cent, but a
across the Southeast and into according to the report filed by
Murray Police Chief and Mrs. spokesman for the agency said
the investigating officers of the
the Northeast.
James M. Brown, Mr. and Mts. that there was no estimate at
About 20 families were forrei Murray Police Department. No
Dwain Taylor, Mr. and Mrs. this time as to exactly how
—
Dewey Lampkins, Jr., and Hugh much of a rise would be into evacuee ,their homes be- injuries were reported.
volved.
cause of roof damage in
Gingles.
Cars involved were a 1968 Ford
Garfield
Heights, two door ,hardtop owned by
suburban
"The cost of coal has gone
uman finger bones in. their near _Cleveland. Ohio, Wednes- Brenda Anderson or- Kirksey
SALIN AS, Cairif (UPI)
day as high winds downed trees Route One and driven by Barton The installation services for
almost straight up," said the
pockets.
Rocky Mountain hippie blames
and power lines. Damage was LinriJones of Renton Route Five; Rev.C E Timberlake and Mrs:
A spokesman. This is the
Both waived extradition.
oirugs, thunder and lighting. for
major factor in the rising cost
-- found a 'estimated at-8250,00t
Officials
Montana
Timberlake will be held Sunday,
a
door
DeSoto
and
two
1960
he
which
trance
a demonic
headless, armless, heartless, A thunderstorm in Allentown, hardtop driven by William July 19, at the St. John's Baptist
Of electric power.
The rate increase is provided
You don't declares turned him into a and legless torso in th Pa., caused slippery roads and Jennings Wilkerson of National Church.
'
&sniper stickers alit
Yellowstone River and say they was believed responsible for a Hotel, Murray.
for in the contracts for power
like policemen, the next. tRne cannibal.
Rev. C. Bryant of Waverly,
supply with wholesalers, all of
believe it is that of James M. bus accident that claimed at Police said Wilkerson was Tenn., will fill the pulpit Sunday
you're in trouble, call a hipThe hippie, Stanley Baker,
which have escalation proviSchlosser, 22, a welfare worker least seven lives and injured 51. going west on Walnut Street and morning. He is pastor of the
also said that to "worship to
Mrs. Morris.; Eura Caldwell of sions to meet any rise in the
from Roundup, Mont., the mar Winds of 60 miles an hour failed to see the Jones car going Mount Oliver Baptist Church.
the devil" he killed and
of power.
A July Fourth radio broadcast
who nicked ito a hitchhiker.
flattened an airport hangar, sough on North 6th Street.
Sunday afternoon Rev. D. 1.• Hazel passed away Wednesday at cost of production
by the Viet Cong expressed its cannibalized a benefactor at a
While checking 13aker's story, destroyed four private airplanes Danage to the Jones car was an Ward of Gallatin, Tenn,,,leilj be 3:30 p.m. at the Chesemore These escalation provisions
Clinic, Paris, Tenn. Her death at have been in effect for corner"sincere gratitude" to Ameri- campsite along the Yellowstone they found a campsite on the and extensively damaged five
the left rear and to the WeLkerson the speaker. Rev. Ward from
age of 59 followed an extended cial users for some time. They
the
can anti-war activists accord- River in Montana.
riverbank near Gardiner which others at Cherokee, Iowa. t car on the right front.
Murray
a
Murray is graduate of
just went into effect in conillness.
ing to United Press Internationwas spattered with blood, flesh' Lightning from a series of
High School and is a senior at the
tracts involving domestic elecof
member
a
was
deceased
The
al.
Homicide charges were filed and bone fragments. Identifica- storms over Tulsa, Okla.,
Orneriest) Baptist Seminary in
supplies last year.
tric
She
Christ.
of
Church
22,
Hazel
the
Baker,
of
tank
against
through
210,000-gallon
tion is being attempted
struck a
Wednesday
Nashville, Tenn. He is pastor of
"There are millions of black of Storey, Wyo., who was Schlosser's blood type and some high octane gasoline at the Sin
was born June 7, 1911, in Calloway Other factors involved in the
at
Olive
Hendefsonville,
Mount
Americans who work every day, arrested because of an automo- teeth found in the camp.
County. Her parents were the rise in coals are higher interest
Oil Co., refinery. No injuries ar
Tenn.
keep their kids in schools, have
late Vilselse _Wall -aati,....Mauda cites_ and tljte new mine safety
accident , on a highway
damage were reported from tto
new
Rev. 'Timberlake, the
regulations which have caused
newer bees to MIL pay tk
Hopkins Wall.
g the racinc ocean near
blast.
and
explosion
Calloway County Sheriff Clyde pastor af the Murray church, is a Survivors include her husband, a._dramatic hike in the cost of
taxes, shop for bargains, have
Sur. "I have a problem-4
Big
rain
of
inch
one
Nearly
Steele investigated a one car native of Lexington, Tenn., and
never participated in a riot—
coal.
am a cannibal," he- told an
drenched Little Rock, Ark., late collision this morning about one received his formal education at Morris Caldwell of Hazel; one
TVA electric costs went up
of
Harrell,
Sara
patrolman.
Mrs.
daughter
highway
arresting
Wednesday, and several spots o'clock on Highway 94, Lyrri Montgomery High School and
(Continued on Foes Seven)
two steps last year, one unin
ions,
in Maryland and Delaware Grove Road, about five miles attended the seminary at Columbus, Miss.; .tvici
provisions of
escalation
der
Caldwell of Paris, Tenn.,
Also charged with homicide
received one inch or more of west of Murray.
contracts and another under a
Jackson,Tenn. At present he is a Robert
with
serving
Caldwell,
Jack
and
was Baker's companion, Harry
today.
early
rain
Harvey I. Ingram, Holden
general rate increase voted by
senior at the American Baptist
the Armed Forces in Vietnam,
thundershowers
Scattered
Stroup, 20, of Sheridan, Wyo.,
Street. Fulton, driving a 1960 Seminary in Nashville, Tenn. He two sisters, Mrs. Eva Hjort of the agency's board in working
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Pres- also were expected in the Pontiac, evidently lost control of is active in civic affairs having
although Baker contended
out new contracts with users.
Hazel and Mrs. Patye Overcast of
Stroup had no part in either the ident Nixon is optimistic the Western Mountains.
hit car, and ran through a fence served on the 0E0 Board in Murray.
Clearing and less humid and across a field, according to Lexington. At present he is
Danny Kuiguis of Calloway killing or cannibalism. Both had nation's sagging economy will
Funeral services will be held
pick up later this year despite a conditions were predicted to the sheriff's
County was a blue ribbon winner
serving on the Human Rights
report.
continuing dip in the closely- follow morning showers in the Ingram wig reported not in- CornmissionA the city and is a Friday at two p.m. at the Hazel
in the purchase Area 4-H Horse
_ -Church of Christ with Bro. Bill
watched index of industrial Northeast.
Show held Friday night, July 10,
—raer of.the exeeutive beardaf
mc
—
ur
Johnson and Bros-R. B. James
I •• 31 • I
at the Lame Oak Riding Arena.
the First District.
officiating.
The President received guarKinginiwon in the barrel race,
The new pastor said he and his
Pallbearers will be Dan Patoptimistic
reports
from
dedly
horses 56 inches and over. He
wife are looking forward to terson, Jess Patterson, John
seven of his top economic
also won a red ribbon in pole
working with the people of Morgan, H6tner Marshall, Bill
Boy Scout Troop 77 attended
strategists during a late afterbending, horses 56 inches and
Annual Summer Camp at the
Murray and Calloway County. Jones, and Jess Simmons.
noon meeting Wednesday. Afover.
United Press International
The public is invited to attend Interment will be in the Hazel Four Rivers Scout reservation
terwards White House Press
White ribbon winners from
The reservation
The Wranglers Riding Club will • the'special services on Sunday. Cemetery with the arrangements last week.
Secretary Ronald L. Ziegler West Kentucky: Chance for ride Friday, July 17, at seven
Calloway County were Roger
located on Kentucky Lake affords
of
Home
Funeral
Miller
the
by
said Nixon is "very optimistic thundershowers southeast this p.m. at the club.
Dean Hendon and Mark Carroll
scouts adequate facilities for
Hazel where friends may call. the
about the economic advisers — Morning. Partly cloudy toda)
in the barrel race, ponies under
long term camping and water
phis Labor Secretary James D. clear tonight. Cooler tonight
56 inches. Hendon won a red
activities, a spokesman said.
Bobby Poat from the Lone Oak
Hodgson, Commerce Secretary Friday sunny and mild. High
ribbon in the pole bending, ponies
These advantages plus the
Club will be the judge for the
Maurice H. Stans and White today upper eQsand low 90s. IAA
under 56 inches
qualified staff of senior scout
pleasure classes. Ribbons will be
House counselor Robert P. tonight in the 60s. High Friday given in
counselors joined together to
all games and classes. The newly organized Quota
discuss business mostly upper 80s.
Mayo to
make summer camp a marvelous
The public is invited to attend. Club of Murray held its regular
ONE CITED
conditions. The quadriad inat twelve The Murray Police Depart- experience for Troop 77, he adTuesday
on
meeting
TVA
One person was cited for
Stages
Lake
cludes Federal Reserve Chairnoon with a luncheon at the ment was called this morning at ded. For the third straight year
International
speeding, reckless driving, and
man Arthur F. Burns, Treasury y United Press
Holiday Inn.
7:14 to investigate a breakin at Troop 77 won first place in the
BICYCLE ACCIDENT
driving on a revoked license
as
elevations
Lake
Kentucky
Secretary David M. Kennedy,
The fifteen
Twenty-two charter members the MeKeel Equipment Company Water Carnival.
yesterday by the Murray„Police
Valley
Management and Budget Direc- measured by Tennessee
scouts attendance earned 53
were present with the club on Walnut Street.
Department.
Barry Morgan, age eight, - ot
tor George P. Schultz and Authority at 7 a.m. with
Mrs. • Geneva Police said the thief or thieves merit badges. Advancement to a
president,
Roy Beasley, Jr.
Chairman Paul W. McCracken predictions to midnight tonight. Murray Route Three was treated Brownfield, presiding. She gave broke a window on the west side higher rank was gained by
7 a.m. Midnight for a laceration to the forekead at a brief report of her recent trip to and came into the store through Michael Skinner, Barry Wells,
of the Council of Economic
the emergency room of the
Advisers.
Johnsonville
357.1 fall 0.2
Quota Inter-National convention the rear. Damage was reported Steve Hussung, Brad Boone,
Murray-Calloway County
Shortly before the meeting Scott Fitzhugh
357.5 fall 03
held in Dallas, Texas, July 8, 1G, tti-iWkafe but the person or Andy Wilson, Brent Austin,
on Wednesday at 4:25
began, the Federal Reserve Eggners Ferry
357.5 fall 03 Hospital
11.
persons failed to gain entry to the Robert Underwood and Reid
p.m. He was reported injured in and
announced that industrial pro- Kentucky NW
357.6 fall 0.3 a
. Mrs. Naomi Owens of the safe. Nothing was found missing, Hudson.
bicycle accident.
duction fell 0.3 per cent last Kentucky TW
301.7 fluctuate
Paris, Tenn., Quota Club ex- according to the police report. The other scouts earning badges
month to the lowest level since
plained the duties of each comof achievement were Rawley
gracie
in
Huntsville,
Ala.,
in
1963,
is
Beasley
the
Jr.,
now
Roy
November 1968. /t was the
mittee. Club committees for the
Fair, Steve Porter, Mike
and
taught
ICE
High
School
CREAM
SUPPER
Bible, ninth drop in the past 11
minister of the Seventh and
year were appointed.
pew
Alexander, Bryan Warner, Mark
1964-65
at
Madison Academy in
Poplar Church of Christ. He
months.
Another visitor from Paris, The Good Shepherd and Thurman, and Jay Wyatt.
succeeds Bro. Bill Threet who Huntsville. He has worked as The June industrial producTenn., was Mrs. Carolyn Mc- Martins Chapel United Meth II .11i Troop 77 meets each Monday
recently , moved to Dalton Area Advisor for Wholesale tion index was 168.6 per cent of
Youth Fellowship will have an ice evening at the basement of the
Cutcheon.
Tours
New
International,
York,
Georgia.
the 1957-59 average, down 3.4
The club will meet each second cream supper at the Martin's First Christian Church at 6:30
N.Y.,
and
has
been
in
the
church
in
Brother Beasley born
per cent from the peak
Chapel Church On Sunday, July p.m.
and fourth Tuesday.
All boys interested in
Murfreesboro Tenn., attended pictorial directory business for established in July, 1969,
lives one mite past me saAn,
Homemade ice scouting are invited to attend.
Vthitk,r41 LIPAHI
p.m.
By
3:30
at
19,
David Lipscomb College Nash- the past year with Le-Mann and
ALLENTOWN, Pa. (UPI'- along the highway on what she
cream and homemade cake will
ville Tenn. where he graduated in Associates.
when wet," laid the called a bad curve, said "We
"Slippery
be served for fifty cents per
Having
visited
many
of
parts
He
degree.
BA
road
a
with
1954
have one or two accidents a
diamond -shaped yellow
person.
the
Bro.
world,
Beasley
has
been
Secondary
received a Tennessee
sign alongside Interstate 78 month . . every time it rains a
Teaching certificate and then able to give lectures and show
between the little Pennsylvania little bit."
to
slides
many
congregations,
earned a MA degree from HarWhen she "heard a tremenlocal persons were winners in
of New Smithy and
towns
Revival
will
services
be
at
held
1968. clubs, and schools. Among the
in
c-llere
dins,
raining dous crash while I was ironing the Hickman Horse Show held
was
It
Grirnville.
the
Bethel
United Methodist
Airman First Class Richard A.
Wednes- I knew it must be another last Saturday night.
Debbie
The new Murray nu:rusts, nas countries that he has visited are Church starting
Sunday, July 19, shortly before 2 p.m.
Baker, son of Mr. and Mrs.
been preaching for 21 years and England,Egypt,Israel, Lebanon, and continuing
open 5 gaited
the
in
ran
won
I
day.
when
accident.
But
Johnson
through Saturday,
Charles Mason Raker, Crestwood
hiss served churches in Ten- Greece, Italy and twice in the July 25.
Mrs. CaroLyn Stettler. w)10 outside I sure wasn't prepared class and Thomas Banks was the
drive, Murray, is now home on
class.
horse
nessee, Virginia, Kentucky, lands of the Bible.
road
to
the
see what I did."
winner in
Bro. Beasley is married to the. Rev. Dave M. Hillard, Jr.,
leave from the Air Force
Alabama, and Missouri. He hie
The blue and white bus.
pastor of the First United
Nashformer
of
Jeanette
Gibson
Jeresolererane
Miss Johnson also placed third in
also preached in
He recently completed his
Methodist Church, Dyer, Tenn.,
South Africa. In 196.5 he serves] ville. Tenn., and they have two will be the evangelist for the
(COntinuatt on Page Seven) the pleasure clam. Placing third
training in coil,
special
and
children,
Philip
Danette.
in the road pony class was
campaign speaker in Colerain,
electronics syster
services to be held each evening
mbnications
Ireland
Thomas Banks and placing in the
Northern
at 7:30.
at [Ackland Air Force Bas
Revival services are now in •
Talmadge
Tutt.
was
class
same
FRONT-CAR WASH
Bro. Beasley has had radio
The evangelist is a graduate of progress at the Lone 9:ik
Texas. He had his basic trail**
programs in most of the places
the Vanderbilt University, Nash- Primitive Baptist Chuech with
A car *lab will be held on the
at the Texas base
Now You Know
lames License
where he has preached. He was By United Press International ville, Tenn., and has formerly Elder Avery Land as the speaker. parking lot of the Memorial
AFC Baker will report to Fort
work
Route
director of a personal
served in the Jackson, Paris, and
The services are being Irld Baptist Church on Saturday, July Glen Dale Underhill, of
J. J., on July 22 for
Monmouth,
fungus
program at East Huntsville, and ‘Bunts, parasitic
Paducah districts. He is new in each night at seven o'clock kid 18, from nine a.m. to four p.m. .3, Murray, has lost his drivers
further training
served as team leader in a diseases which afflict wheat, the:Dyersburg district.
on Sunday- morning at 10_10 The wash is ,sponsored by the-license's afeording to the list
cf
enatffic
thertmTr
y e toDepa
tTetth
campaign for Christ in Port are caused by bacteria which
cedsa
He is the granaSon of Mrs
lis
Rev. John Bradley, pastor of Lunch will be served at noon on sta
uea
s rrelb
geptteistun
Stiuvir
c,erap
nur
desnittyUnion
TheatpM
Elizabeth, South Africa, in 1968. consume the grain and generate. the church, invites the public to Sunday. The public is inviteci to
Mary Louise Baker and Mrs
Richard A. Raker
The minister taught seventh an odor similar to rotting fish. attend
-411telys Hale Pf Murray.
(Safety .Coordinating Committee.
attend.
Rekalir •

District Sheriffs'
Dinner Held Here

Scattered
Showers
.Hit South

•

Retail Rise
Of 25 Per
Cent Likely

Collision Reported
At 6th And Walnut

-Seen&Heard
Around

"I Am A Canni▪ bal!,
Hippie Tells Officer

Rev. Timberlake To
Be Installed Here
As Church Pastor

Mrs. CaldwellIs Claimed
_
By Death

Murray

One Car Collision
Occurs This Morning

Danny Kingins Is
Blue Ribbon Winner

President Is
Optimistic
About Economy

WEATHER REPORT

Boy Scounlop
77'Attend Camp

Wranglers Club To
Ride At The Club

Murray Quota Club
Has Regular Meet

Breakin Occurs At
McKeel Equipment

Roy Beasley, Jr., Is New
Minister Of Local Church

Seven Children Killed
In Bus Crash Yesterday

Local Persons Are
Horse Show Winners

Bethel Church Will
Have Revival Meet

Lone Oak Church
Revival In Progress

Richard A. Baker
Now Home On Leave

•••
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THE LEDGER &

TNIE LEDGER & TIMES
,IIIIRLIEMED by LEDGER A TINES PUBLIIIMINO COMPANY.
:lhaa.. annelidan= of the Mff-ray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and
' The Times-lierald, October 20, ISM and the West Kentuckian,
January 1, ISM
101 N. ath Street, Murray, Kentucky MINI
JAMKS C WILLIAMS, PLTEILISHES
We reserve the right to reject any Adverng. Letters to the What,
- or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the beet
interest of our readers.
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MENTAL
HEALTH
MATTERS

TIMES —

THURSDAY — JULY 16. 1970

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

One Man's Battle
Against City Din

yojaallom
y
It's
Billie $
400

Stanley E1011es.M.D.
Director
National Institute
of Mental Health

375

HOW NATIONAL DEBT AND DEBT
CHM DIVE BEAN

A LOTTA SPff
ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE, England (UPI) —It took him 11
years but Jimb Dobbs says he
has saved 1,216,000 trading
stamps—enough to get a new
Car.
The 44-year-old salesman,
who expects to take delivery of
his prize soon, said, "I never
want to lick a *tamp again."
* * *

Dreg Abuse Teacher
Training

Las Vegas, Nev., hari 300
350
Under the greatly expanded
days of sunshine every year.
Legal debt limit,.
Federal program to fight the
SUBSCEPTION ttATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 350, per growing problem of drug abuse,
Month $1.5.2. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $6.60; announced by President Nixon
Zones r & 2, $13.00, Elsewhere $16.00. All service wittecriptions 0.00. earlier this year, a $3.5 million
325
program will be operated by
he Outinsading Civic Asset el a Camosaity h the
the Office of Education, DepartIntegrity el Ite Newinanur
ment of Health, Education, and
>or
Welfare, to train school person)0( Tonight thru Sat. D.
nel, particularly teachers, in
)0(
i000000006Sociuu0000uco.
300
THURSDAY — JULY 16, 1970
the fundamentals of drug abuse
Outstanding limited debt
. ---c‘
iooc
education.
iooc See Big Bad Jonn>o,
at end of each fiscal year
Noise from aircraft plaguing city dwellers can be allevici
(D00
Grants will be awarded to
ated by changing aircraft approach and climbing patterns
states on the basis of their
)0, _ in 3. Big Features E
from existing runway to avoid dense population centers
population, the announcement
275
.s
IEDDIERA TIMES FILE
said, with the minimum to be
LEDERER
MURIEL
fif
1961 62
69 70*
63
64
68
65 66
67
1st Feature 77c
$40,000 and the maximum
Written gspecially for Central Press arid This Newspaper
*End of May
Data: U.S. Treasury Department
$210,000. States will be enLISTEN to subway trains screech and scream as they pull
couraged to match the Federal
37
Mrs. Huth E. Robertson, mother of Mrs. John B. Simpson of monies, but that will not be in for a stop; hear the heavy staccato blasts of the jackhammer
at a construction site; visit a home near a large commercial
Murray, died today at the Murray Hospital.
mandatory.
try
neighborhood
to
airport;
motorbikes
sleep
roar.
while
the
A delegation of eight people called on the Murray City Council last
By CARL H. MADDEN, CHIEF ECONOMIST
Each state will be free to Such is the accoustical horrors millions of Americans endure
night in relation to the location of a site for a school for the mentally spend the money on training daily.
Chamber of Commerce of the United States
retarded children of the county.
teachers as it sees fit. However,
WHEN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT spends
It need not be so. A former New York theatrical manager,
Miss Freida Davis and Dwaine Jones were married June 24 in the the Office of Education antici- Robeert Alex Baron, believes machines, like children should be
more than it takes in, a deficit results. Such a defipates that most states will want seen and not heard. Baron began his crusade as a result of
parlor of the Memorial Baptist Chirch.
cit
must be met by borrowing through bonds or
00008888
to use the U.S. Government hearing a half dozen air compressors going outside his apartMiss Marilyn Hopluts and Mrs. Zeffie Woods have been
2nd Feature 00000000,
other securities. Congress places a limit on the total
training centers that will be op- ment all day for a year and a half!
vacationing in Cleveland Ohio.
erated in key locations mowed 4 Disise a peaceful residential Communiti,.his neighborhood was
amount of debt the government owes and/or gugrthe country.
antees, and if the debt approaches this figure, the
subjected Ifs a "daily symphony
At a first step, a National of insanity" when the New, the city (such as rerouting
PIDANCIWT MIMS +*%4los
limit
has to be raised. In the past decade, the debt
Action Committee was formed York Metropolitan Transit Au- traffic away trona schools and
increa&eek
billion
limit
from
to
has
a
$288.9
figure
to provide lessigrship, technical thority decided to extend its hospitals). "We're not," he says,
JONN
expected to be over $374 billion for the fiscal year
idfd Md in program subway past Baron's apart- "for silence. We acknowledge
'
LEDGER A TIMES FILE
planning and development and ment.
just ended. For the 1971 fiscal year now current,
tat energy and activity of the
other aspects of the program.
• • •
efty..We're not for a quiet, but
the Treasury Department has asked that the limit
This includes representative%
AFTER he unsuccessfully for a quieter city."
A cavalCaele of automobiles which may stretch the enure 20 miles - from education, medicine, law,
again be raised, to $395 billion, providing leeway
tried to get relief, Baron says, &time Of the weapons in
from Murray to Mayfield has been arranged for the "Homecoming"
for borrowings which may be needed to cover
Aaron's arsenal
quiet
e-d-"President Alben W. Barkley and Mrs. Barkley who will be social work, and the behavioral "It was a shock to discover the steel garbage can,are a
spending Congress already has authorized. Interest
a sound mesciences.
__public
is
completely
at
the
guests of Mr. Barkley's harm county ,of _Qrayesift t_h_e
cost-has.risen from $6.8 billion in fiscal 1961 to
- Youth :is-xlsa •inetudeci.- and- -Mercy of the construction In- iter for rating,decibel Levels.and
Purchase District Fair on August la
— $12.3 billion in fiscal 1069.
members are drawn from dif- dustry. No abatement program 1- hard-hitting ad' WWII says,
Eugene Smith of Murray was initiated July 15 into Delta Pi Ep- ,Jerent ethnic groups and from existed on any level ef.ggyerik, "Noise pollution won't Vou.
—
"'Won,national honorary graduate fraternity in busineSSediication -at both the public and private secor
He has since given up It can only drive you n
Indiana University.
theatrical producing to give Make you deaf."
tors.
• • •
Mr.s and Mrs. Miles Beach of Kirksey will elebrate their golden
During the summer, those virtually all his time to UM
wedding anniversary on July 23
states that participate in the non-profit task of Citizens for • ANTI-NOISE laws arid ordMr. and Mrs. Wayne Doran wereTiosts to a bridge party on July 14 program will send teams of a Quieter City, Inc. in noisy nances on the books. Baren
said, are inadequate and rarely
teachers, counselors, school ad- Manhattan.
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West
nist for the Boston Globe, toast should loosen up in the next N
said Wednesday night following
PGA winner Ray Flood.
and Steve Geller, both 15 and mastered the get-together and hours.
W. L. Pct. GB
Also (in hand were former a team meeting. "But we also both from New York. Gonzalez
54._ 28 .659 ...
frorr
even
laugh
Minnesota
a
drew
game
Star
All
the
to
duty
felt
annual
champions of this eighth
and Segura will partner with Gonzalez when he said those ir Junior World Series
61 56 .595 5
eatifornia
are
who
people
the
to
and
classic, Don January,Dan
-. um) — The Oakland
(l
NEW , YORK
the kids -in a doubles 'match attendance were "paying tri
47 40 540 Pa
helped by its charities so we
and Bob Murphy.
between
one
World Series, Kansas City 33 52 .388 22/
big
the
Junior
preceding
2
1
revived
everybody
man
a
to
bute
January tuned up for the felt it best to resume practice." Laver and Rosewall.
25v2
5732
dead years ago." matching the American Assoc- Milwaukee
was
thought
Graham,
Otto
coach
of
the
seven-under
a
carding
event by
l
Why?
at the
31 58 ..34126½
Gonzalez was presented with iation arid ,.the Internationa Chicago
par 65 to capture the $500 first All Stars, attended the meeting "To help create interest in
League champions, may be put
Resale
s
himself
Weesesday'
of
portrait
dramatic
a
show
to
players
the
urged
and
prize in Wednesday's pro-am.
tennis, that's why." laughed the
by artist Leroy Neiman on national television for the
(No games scheduled)
His round included nine birdies, up for supervised preparation darkly tanned, movie-picture done
Today's Probable Pitches
everyone for all first time this year if enough
thanked
and
the
marred only by bogeys on the foNthe annual game with
intere,tell sponsors can be lohandsome Gonzalez Wednesday the things said about hirr.
(AR Times EDT)...
31
July
Chiefs
City
Kansas
'
0
holes.
18th
fourth and
d.
Oakland (Segui 4-5 and
Fingers 5-7) at New Yost
(Bahnsen 74 and Cline 0-1), 2,1
.•
South of Murray
Milwaukee (Br.abender 5-11)
off Hwy. 121
1:30
74),
(Peters
at Boston
p.m.
California (Messersmith 64)
Races Start
at' Washington (Brunet 95),
Promptly at
fight is e season with six victories in 7:30 p.m.
By FRANK DEGEORGES East. A hot pennant
Minnesota ilitlyleven 3-2) at
starts. The Cure
between the
eight
last
there
up
shaping
p.m.
8
11-5),
Writer
UPI Sports
Baltimore (Cuellar
Nw re 'now five games back.
NEW YORK (UP11-Baseball Pittsburgh Pirates and the
Detroit (Cain 9-2i at Chicago
* WHEELIE CONTEST
possible
for Us
-Outlook
the
a
Although
with
Mets,
York
fans looking ahead to the
(Janeski 7-8), 9 p.m.
may
season
revived
the
of
half
ond
the
in
* SHARP BIKE CONTEST
second half of the season may contender
Cleveland (Hand 2-8! at
ppear peaceful, even dull,
(Rooker 5-10, 8:30
find it hard to suppress a yawn. Chicago Cubs.
City
Kansas
of
way
the
funny
a
seball has
The Pirates, now leading
After all, what's to get excited
2 games, vaulted into urning around, and one or two
/
Mets by 11
about?
Friday's Games
if today's fat cats may find
Who's going to knock off first place before the Ali-Stir
Cleve at Kan City, night
precariousof
sweep
Refreshments Available
clinging
emselves
ame
four-g
night
Cincinnati, for example? The game with
A: the ly to a fast-dwindling lead as Detroit at Chicago,
night
Reds are 10 games in front in the St. Lodis Cardinals.
at Bait,
Were
season draws to a 'close. If Minn
York, night
the National League West and same time, the Mets
to ou don't believe it can happen, Oakland at New
games
four
of
three
dropping
scarcely breathing hard.
Boston, night
at
Milw
With 21-year-old Wayne Simp- their persistent bugaboos. the ust ask Leo Durocher.
son at 13-1 and Jim Meer* at last-place Montreal Expos, nie
of
14-7 backed by a lineup that pasky Expos have won eight
this
Mets
the
from
games
12
of
haunts the dreams
opposing
pitchers, it isn't likely the Reds year.
Chicago, which went into a
will be headed off.
In the American League tailspin earlier in the season
East, Baltimore seems to have when it lost 12 straight games,
record,
expoised the New York Yankees one short of the club
tiaii
the
second
into
surges
and Detroit Tigers as pretenders by capturing series from
both clubs just before the AllStar break. The Orioles are
impressive with Frank Robinson, the league leader with .330
and Boog Powell, who is hitting
STORRS, Conn. r u pl .320 with 23 homers and 73 James T. Valvano of Seaford,
JAYCEE FAIRGROUNDS, COLDWATER ROAD
runs-batted-in. Add to their N.Y., highly successful basketassets a Brooks Robinson-ever ball coach at John Hopkins
the wizard with the glove-who University for one season. wu
is enjoying one of his finest appointed today as assistaid
seasons at the plate with a .286 basketball coach at the Univeraverage and 54 RBIs, and three sity of Connecticut.
.•
Jim
pitchers in
first-rate
Athletic Director John L.
*-10100 X.M. — KDA DISTRICT 4-H & FFA DAIRY SHOW
outGlenn
Lee
rankle
RACri---/r
'NOT GUILTY'
Palmer (12-6), Dave McNally, Toner - announced the emir*.
a
not
win
to
runs Sheriff" Deputy Vermin James
(12-6) and Mike Cuellar (11-5). ment of Valvano to amdit
* TAM P.M. — KIDDIES DAY
guilty decision from a Miami judge. Glenn said
It's easy to see why the birds varsity Coach Dee Rowe,
"I
succeeding Fred Barakat who
hold a six-game lead.
that if he had been gambling in a raided bar
*' 8:00 P.M. — COUNTRY MUSIC
never
could
cop
the
And
rest
the
like
tun
The only division witirexcit-* esigaed"in May to become
would hoiefix
ad coach at Fairfield Urvering prospects for the coming
catch me.",Tho judge decided on a foot race to
weeks is the National League siey.
the verdict, and Glenn won.

Standings

Dow Jones Open
To Be Richest

Sanders Is
Glutton For
Punishment

Sports Parade

Cycle Club To
Notes f{ere
-

Fosse To Miss
Tonight's Game

College All
Stars Back
On The Field

CYCLE RACES
SUNDAY, JULY 19

Ken Lake Cycle Club
TRACK

Baseball Fans May Be Hard
Pressed To Get Excited In Last Half

1:00 p.m.

DON't MISS THIS EVENT!!
KEN-LAKE CYCLE CLUB

**********************************

Have Fun al the

Valvano Appointed

Murray-Calloway

COUNTY FAIR
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Mrs. J. B. Burkeen ..

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

"Deck
Britton-Stenger Engagement

'Bad' films rarely
as 'good' as hoped

Newspaper
food ads
score a hit
NEW YORK (UPI) -- One.
of the best read items in the
newspaper these days is the ad '0
devoted to cooking -- low cost
style.
Seven out of ten women
have changed their shopping
habits as a result of higher
iood prices, reports a study by
the Bureau of Advertising of
the American Newspaper Pubfishers' Association(ANPA).
It found that those who
have changed their buying patterns are more likely to see and
recall an ad devoted to low
cost cookery than those women who follow the same old
patterns.
The bureau study measured
the impact of a series of ads on
low cost food preparation run
by Hunt-Wesson Foods, Inc.
Interviews were conducted
with 212 women, all homemakers, in Atlanta, Pittsburgh
and San Diego.
The study also found that:
--Three out of four women
usually look at supermerket
ads in newspapers before a major shopping trip.
But the proportion is higher
among those who have changed their shopping habits because of high prices.
--Among women who recalled or recognized the ad with
the low cost cookery theme;
77 per cent had changed their
habits because of price increases. This compared with 63
per cent among those who had
not seen the ad.
-Readership of the ads ten.
to build as the series pro-

'Mummy, July 16
The Business and Professional Women's Club will meet at
the Murray Woman's C 111 b
Souse at 6:30 p. a.
By Abigail Van Buren.
•••
Chapter No. 51.1
Rill
Temple
DEAR ABBY: I can't understand why people go to
of the Eastern Star will
Order
filthy
and
how
everybody
tell
afterwards
then
a movie and
meet at the Masonic Hall at
disgusting it was!
p a.
7:W
Movies are rated, so they surely must know what kind of
•••
advance
in
know
see.
They
ticket
to
movie they are buying a
Friday, July 17
whether there will be nude scenes or rough language, so if
The Waiting Wives Club will
meet at the home of Renee
that sort of thing offends them, why don't they stay home?
Murray, Shady Oaks Trailer
SICK OF HYPOCRITES
Right or wrong?
Court, at seven p.m. For info,.
are
DEAR SICK: You're right et coarse. [Seel
mann call 753-2934 after six
rarely as "good" as expected—and by that I mean as "bad"
p.m.
•••
as the viewer bated they'd be. I
A shower for Mrs. Dorothy
Eater, Jeff Baker, and Mrs.
DEAR ABBY: We have a long-haired son. He is of age
Humphreys who lost all
Ethel
he
could
asked
if
wrote
and
college.
He
in
and was married
contents of their home by
the
bring his bride to our home until he finds suitable work. We
fire will be held at 510 South
feel that his hair style is hurting his chances of getting a job.
Sixth Street at seven p. m.
so.
Miss Judy Gale Brandon
Ons prospective employer said he'd hire him if he cut his
We and shaved off his beard.. Our son refused on the
Saturday, July le
Mr. and Mrs. James R. Brandon of Murray Route Four announce
growls that he didn't want to compromise his principles.
The Baptist Student Union
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Judy
at the
when
his
bride
Alloy, should we welcome him borne with
Gale, to John David Smotherman, son of Mr. and Mrs. John L. will have a oar wash
Memorial Baptist Church parkhe has that attitude? We are undecided. We want to help Smotherman, 606 South Ninth Street, Murray.
him, but we don't want to go along with something we feel is The bride-elect is a graduate of Calloway County High School and is ing lot from nine a. M. to four
p. M. The price is $1110 per
hindering him. We don't support this long hair look and feel it presently employed at the Belk Departrnent Store.
Mr. Smotherman is a'graduate of Murray High School and is also ear.
may be a long stay at home if the hair stays. Please advise?
• ••
employed at Belk's. He plans to continue his studies at Murray State
MONTANA PARENTS
Mr. and Mrs. Harold L MarUniversity where he is majoring in business.
DEAR PARENTS: If you really west to help yew ash,
The wedding is planned for Saturday, September 5,- at seven vin will have open house ni obdeal offer him bread nth a hook in it. Let him klieg his o'clock in the evening at the Sinking Spring Baptist Church. All servance of their 50th wedding
anniversary at their home from
ds and relatives are invited to attend as only-outef town inbride home to Yes.aithettae him bow te soak his Mg.
two to fiverp-sm--tiaras
are
being
sent.
a
_
_
Miss Mary Anne Britton
Aba,, Bias arber.
.alma to shave 111
eallfilikilt
.
.—..t."-•
- decide whether be WANTS to or nat. If your son is seinek,
Sendle.. July 19
-The engagement and approaching marriage Of Miss Mary Anne
The -"creative low-cost
asemployable heealifiwpflichisir. bell Klatinir-whielthaillt
.Britton to John Clarke Stenger, son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard .G. rookery'-ad -campaign began
The Good Shepherd and Mailest way to Isom
have
will
UMYF
Chapel
tin's
Stenger of Cincinnati, Ohio, has been announced b_y her parents, Mr. last October. The initial schedan ice cream supper at the and Mrs. William B. Britton of Murray.
ule which ended in February
Martin's Chapel Church at 3:30 Miss Britton, a former teacher in the Paducah City
DEAR 'ABEY: I resent your remark, "Save your
School system, included 129 newspapers in
cream
ice
Homemade
p.
m.
is a graduate of Paducah Tilghman High School and Western Ken- 1 1 I cities with circulation totConfederate money, the south will rise again. Maybe."
By PATRICIA McCORMACT making publishing history.
and cake will be served for ucky University where she was a
What do you nom,"Maybe?" The south IS rising again!
member of Chi Omega social aling 33 million. Additional
NEW YORK (UPI)—Anyon
It has been selected by three fifty cents.
rority. She is employed by the Greenhills-Forest Park School ads with the same theme since
And now!
•••
who thinks the family of the book clubs. In September,
!system in Cincinnati.
have appeared.
If you Yankees would realize the war is over and accept future will resemble present believed to be a first, it will be
A reception in celebration of
•
the south back into the Union, instead of continuing to family systems is in for a bad published simultaneously in the 50th wedding anniversary I Mr. Stenger graduated from ST. Xavier High School and the
'University of Cincinnati where he isnew enrolled in graduate school.
chastise it, this good ole U. S. A. would be a far better place case of "future shock."
Japan, England, France, Ger- of Mr. and Mrs. Clarion Gem- A November wedding
,
The majority of iefrigeratis being planned.
in which to live
The latter is a malady many, Holland
other bk will be held at their home
and
ors sold today defrost automafrom two to four p. in.
Why don't you bleeding hearts start demanding that the causing disorientation and ina countries.
- This feature may be
• ••
"laws of the land" be applied equally to all sections of the bility to deal rationally with the Unless intelligent steps are
ectly behind that note in the tically.
frost-free,
no-frost, frocalled
20
July
Monday,
environment.
sheet musk. If the,light elows
taken to combat damage from
country instead of just the south?
Alvin Tiffler, authority on future shock, Toffler says this The Women's Association of
somewhere else, it is the wrong stiess-depending on the brand.
Well, it sure is strange, but in 00 per cent of the cases, it
salesman if both the
the First Presbyterian Church
note and the pupil tries again. Ask the
is the Yankee who brings up the subject of the Civil War. future shock, says it is a time will happen:
freezer are autpotluck luncheon at
Although the demonstrat- refrigerator and
Also the majority re the visitors corning to Richmond, Phenomenon, a product of "Millions of human beings Vu have a
omatically defrosted. Some
e church at 12:30 p. in. The
greatly
accelerated
increasingto
music
is
themselves
rate
ion
sheet
of
find
will
Va , to learn more about the Civil War history are
models defrost only the refrigprogram will be presented by
that only one note is played at
Yankees. Don't get me wrong. I'm glad to see all those change—the super industrial ly disoriented, progressively 1 Sam Paulus, a MSU student
erator automatically.
revolution.
incompetent to deal rationally
a time, Beach says the device
Yankees invading Richmond to spend their American dollars
1 from India.
"The family of the future will with their environments.
would work just as well if it
STANFORD, Calif. (UPI)
•• •
here We can sure use them. Especially if we are ever going take many new
Don't Scratch That Itch!,
and colorful "The malaise, mass neurosis,
An electronic piano teacher, were written like most piano
21
July
Tuesday,
to rise over the likes of you.
Very truly yours
forms," this former editor
US& ITCH-Mt-NC/T—
irrationality and free-floating
has been devised by a Stanford music with several notes to be M JUST
United
Shepherd
Good
The
III ECINUTILS. if tii•
M Richmond, Va.. Fortune and visiting scholar at violence already apparent in
aced. scratclgag. yaw
back
Mc
University student to help played simultaneously.
will
Church
WSCS
Methodist
at any drI
sellittaf.
the Russell Sage Foundation contemporary life are merely a
youngsters
master
the
fundaITCH-ME-NOT quarts Ittistot
rYtug
imorttwo p. a.
church
at
meet
at
the
said
in
an
interview.
foretaste of what may lie ahead
DEAR ABBY: This is for the lady who wrote saying' her
kill.Karma I. speed brains. Fla.
• •• mentals of the art.
new leitier's pantry is eos
I., eczema, lasoct loNes, foot itch,
"Some people no doubt will unless we come to understand
husband loved to buy her clothes but had terrible taste.
David Beach, a production just like having a small grocery other surfs., realms. NOW
Or.
No.
19
Assembly
Murray
I, too, used to have this problem, but rather than hurt continue to marry for life and and treat this disease"
Holland Dreg Cs.
der of the Rainbow for Girls engineer employed in digital store in your own home. Unhis feelings. I gently steered him away from dresses, coats make a success of it. But we
will meet at the Masonic Rail electronics used similar tech- like grandmother's pantry this
will
also
see
a
rash
of
and clothes to be worn in public to nightgowns and lounging
niques in building his piano- one only requires an area in
at seven p.
• ••
attire, and he can be as wild and extravagant as he wants experimentation with new arteaching &wive
the
64 inches high, 24
to be. I am genuinely thrilled as I would never spend that rangements from geriatric
The First Baptist Church work for a master's degree. inches deep and 48 or 36
[HE
inchcommunes, corporate families,
WMS will hold its general meetmuch money on a nightgown, and he now feels that it takes
It consists of a cutout key- es wide to provide up to 56 cuand temporary marriage to
ing at the church at 9:30 a. in. board that lies flaton a regular bic feet of shelf storage space.
a special talent to buy sexy, expensive clothes to be worn
legally sanctioned rearing of
A swim party for the 7th, piano keyboard. The cutout There are shelves inside
"Just for him."
each
adopted children by homosex8th, and 9th grades will be held keys are connected individual- loot Behind the
This way, everybody wins. And why hurt feelings when uals."
swing-out
from
Country
Club
Oaks
the
at
ly
to
flashlight
bulbs
arrayed in 'helves inside, there are five
you don't have to?
"GIFT HORSE"
May Pre-set Sex
three to six p. in. Each may a box which faces the pupil. idjustable shelves.
DURHAM. N„H..(UP1)--Ice- bring este ..guest at 25 cents
Advanced birth techaplogies
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
Enlarged sheet music is placed
(Conwed Corp., 332 Minn-.
Now Has
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box MTN, Los Angeles, Ca are among factors promising to berg lettuce isn't just an eco- per guest. Each is to bring a on the translucent face of the zota St., St.
Paul, Minn.).
nomical buy now, but thanks sack ltuoch.
radically
reshape
the
family'.
In
Seen. For a personal reply eschew stamped, addressed
box.
F
.
•
•••
a decade or two it may be to vacuum cooling and jet age
When the pupil plays a note
possible to pre-set the sex of transportation from where its
Wednesday, July 22
on the cutout keyboard, it
When driving with children,
grown,
it
also
adds eye-pleasing
one's baby and to "program"
The regular ladies day lun- turns on the 'corresponding
it's the wise mother who brings
Letter writing can be a breeze. For Abby's booklet, its IQ and personality traits.
color to the table. - cheon will be served at noon light in the box. If it is the
"Hew to Write Letters for All Occasions," send St te
along some empty bags in case
Mrs, Sylvia H. Marple, nut- at the Calloway County Coun"Embryo implants, babies
right note, the light glows dir- 'of car sickness.
Abby. Box Mee, Los Angeles, Cal. Seelle.
grown hi vitro (a test tube rition specialist with the Univ- try Club. Hostesses will be
frsity of'New Hampshire Ex- Mesdames Bobby N. Crawford,
environment), the a*litit,
walk into a babytarium md tension Service, called icebezg Tommy Alexander, Helen Ben.
actually purchase embryos are lettuce an easy/Oing summer nett, H. E. Chrisman, Maurice
Humphreys, Harold Hurt, Sam
well within the range of the meal brightener. •
In addition to tearing it into Knight, Alfred Lindsey, Phillip
future," Toffler said.
Such advances, for better or bite-size pieces, she -suggests Mitchell, William Hall, Frank
worse, will change the nature four other ways of servbig it A. Stubblefield, Vernon Stub.
By BE'FrY BAUER
--Wedges with the head
tologist, she flew off to another of motherhood, the relationship
hlefield, and Robert Young.
POTTER HOLLOW, N.Y.
kind of training for three of male and female, and the lettuce cut in half and then(UPI) —She's a secretary by
months at the North Texas size, shape and durability of the each section into halves, third derliners tor fruit, vegetable or
day. At night, she studies so
toppings.
or fourths, covered with a fav- meat
Horseshoeing Institute.
that one day she can teach
-,Shredded.
orite
-dressing
Unflinching
when
given
her
All
this
orcottage
will
confront women
'cheese
cosmetology. And she expects
-Chunks, with the "rafts"
first hoof to shoe (it was from with "emotion-packed options and paprika.
married
be
soon.
to
a dead horse), Miss Beall 90 unfamiliar and so untested
--Rafts, with the head cut cut into hunks and used with
But then, Dorothea Eteall does
worked side by side, fitting, that past experience will offer crosswise in inch -thick slices other vegetables in an attractsomething else too
hammering and nailing with little clue to wisdom, says for "open fa, e" salads or un- ively arranged salad or as a
She shoes horses.
other aspiring blacksmiths—all Toffler.
Dorothea, 24, went into
men.
Toffler investigated the efblacks:netting four years ago.
Then, back home, she put her fects of future shock on a
With a leather apron tied
training to work. A modern global basis during the last five
around her tiny waist (she's
smith goes to the horses ears. He has lectured on the
five feet, three incites 0111, she irtetead
of setting up shop, as in traject before governmental
travels the etre roads of
the days of buggies and groups in England, Japan and
Albany, Greene and Delaware carriges.
she said
er nations.
Counties the trunk of her car
Finance Cooperates
Book Out Next Week
leaded with a tool box of
The blacksmith estimated The whole, almost frightening
sirange-looking implements and that
she can shoe a "good" report is in a book coming out
a, anvil weighing more than horse—one
that will stand id week. "Future Shock"
she does resting on the floor of quietly—in
about 45 minutes.(Random House) already is
the back seat. She also carries She
does the works, everything
a forge which hooks up to the from
trimming the hooves and
while she works.
car battery, but she uses it only shaping
the shoes to nailing
"There's a need for more
when a horse needs "correc- them
on and filing off the rough
blacksmiths," said Miss Beall,
tive" shoes.
spots.
even though this is the so-called
NO AGE LIMIT
Miss Bean's parents own - a
"I've been kicked at a couple
age of the automobile. "I have v
farm in Potter Hollow (pop,
never
times
had
a
but
I've
of
about 120, in southern Albany horse couldn't put a shoe on," so many horses to care for that
Additional Sabjects. $3.95
I
my own horses sometimes go
County • where they board and said Miss Beall. 'I often
Groups $1.49 per personthink
train horses anfl give riding a horse needs a woman's touch. barefoot."
•
Groups - Limited to two .
The smithy wears .1ww-hraii
Murray, Kentucky
lessees,
Men are inClined to get rough
Hours:
brown hair pulled back
Trained is Teas'
and yell a lot."
from her face as she works.
'My used to hire a smith
Dorothea said her fiance, a
Fri. - 12-8 .
every six weeks to shoe the New York state trooper, doesn't And she doesn't have any of
ANNIE GET YOUR /31.IN---Britain'a Princess Am, tl,trimerm
Fri. - Sat. - Sun.
those sinewy hands Longfellow
horses. One day, their daughter think
on
a
bottle
of
catsup, just like us commoners, but nary a
too favorably of her
Sat.
10-6
tiecided. -This is silly. I can do avocation but he sometimes wrote about. Her ha,nds are
drop comes out. The- Princes, trying to dress up her hamJuly 17, 18, 19
small, shapely and carefully
tills myself."
burger, tit_tho center of attention during a beach
Sun.
goes along to hold the horse
barbecue
manicured.
'So. already a licensed cosmein Yellowknife. Northwest
Territories,

Letter to the El
Dear
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'Future---Stlock"it-Titfe- Of New gook
That Relates Facts About Families

-Keyboard
wired for
right sound

Lettuce-tip:
iceberg has
eye appeal

tiVt

WIG
WAREHOUSE

Teacher Of Cosmetology And Secretary
Is Also Trained To Do Blacksmithing

HERE'S A
LOOK at what
sumed to be tmost beautiful
She's Marisol
Contreras, 20,
Rico, 'Wigs

si)itinXL

Day

LIVING COLOR PORTRAIT

No.65
'
1

by-SHARP STUDIO

8X10
only

plus 50c
Handling

limit
1 per subject
2 per family

Big "K" Store

5
5

.

c

Have you ever heard
being called a "he
sounds like a word on
to cast a shadow on
character. Howeve
person to call a worn
was Samson, apparer
the way it happened,
in the book of Judges
Samson found a girl(
that he lkiked very
wanted to marry. Aft
of about one year the
her parents fin
arrangements for tlY
The wedding festivi
week. During this ti
gave a riddle for arm
offered a reward of
clothes to the 30 male
the bridegroom" if
give the solution to
Here is the riddle:
eater came forth met
the strong came f
ness"(Judges 14:14).
"...swarm of bees a
the carcase of the Ii
had killed (Judges
pounding the riddle
brought much pi
Samson. And being
the riddle was of
portance to the 30 f
just the suit each or
but, making a fa
pression on Sams(
important person.
son's friends realize
riot come up with •
they decided to bl
wife with the thre,
burn thee and thy fz
with fire" (Judges I
Samson's wife "laj
him ( used' exceed
pressure)", he ga
solution realizing e
involved. Wheri_
friends came to Is
solution whieli. him
them, Samson said
not ploughed with
young cow used in
plough in those day:
of Samson's young
used to drag the at
him under pressure
found out my ri
"heifer" as used
means young wif
worse enemies in the
his 30 friends who N
part in his wedding.
have a real friend,
can put our corm
JESUS said,"Year
if ye do whatsoevei
you"(John15:14).

Avery Cow
522 Brookside

GREEK BOY
WIGS

•
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throw off the 3
erted more stro
onies thaq in I
other monarchii
in what is now
French, Spanish
3CIV,
PrenCh empire
of North Ame
was dead and hi
neglected under
grandson. Cana,
der British sow
transfer of Loul
feeted in 1770.
cess ruled Russ)
America as Cal
were extending
eine coast int(
Spanish sent s(
aries up from I
block the Russ)
The ruler of
tinent except 13
lands, plus Fl
Mexico, Aliso'
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further slight decline in the
third quarter and a gain in the
last quarter." It believes this
"will be reflected in the stock
market."

Have you ever heard of a woman
The bond market "continued
It
being called a "heifer"?
strong" last week with bond
sounds like a word one would use
NEW YORK (UPI)--On a prices rallying for the fourth
to cast a shadow on a woman's
short-term basis the market coosecutive week, the Alexancharacter. However, the first
has once again become oversold der Hamilton Institute notes.
person to call a woman "heifer'.
enough to launch a dece1t! The fiem feels that "interest
was Samson, apparently. This is
thetr
maintain
rally," the Dines Letter says. rates
the way it happened, as recorded
However, the letter warns that downtrend as the slackening
in the book of Judges 1425 B. C.:
this has happened before in We business pace eases demand for
Samson found a girl(not Delilah)
bear market and "the market corporate buying.' The compaand
that he lkiked very much
nevertheless plunged so that it ny says bonds "are fine for
wanted to marry. After the lapse
became even more oversold those investors looking for
of about one year the bride with
the subsequent rallies even current income" and recomand
the
finished
parents
her
violent." If this hapria mends buying "quality issues of
more
wedding.
the
arrangements for
adds, you will see a financially able corporations."
it
now,
The wedding festivity lasted a
resumption of the killer wave
week. During this time Samson
and...chances are there will be
gave a riddle for amusement and
Shutout Artist
a test of the 1962 lows."
of
suits
30
of
reward
a
offered
clothes to the 30 male "friends of
the bridegroom" if they could
LOS ANGELES (UPI) "A good sized advance is
give the solution to the riddle.
"with
market
Sandy
the
kou fax of the Los Angfor
indicated"
the
of
"Out
riddle:
the
is
Here
earnings prospects more favor-. eles. Dodgers pitched 11 shuteater came forth meat, and out of
able for later in the year," outs in 1963 -to set a major
the strong came forth sweetbroke the
according to the International league record,
ness")Judges 14:14). Solution:
Statistical Bureau Inc. The firm mark of nine set- in. 1916 by
"...swarm of bees and honey in
predicts earnings will -show a Babe Ruth.
the carcase of the lion" Samson
had killed (Judges 14:8). Expounding the riddle at that time
brought much publicity to
Samson. And being able to solve
the riddle was of great importance to the 30 friends. Not
J.
just the suit each one would get
UP THE POLITICAL LADDER goes Arthur
but, making a favorable imto shake hands with
N.Y.,
t,
Amsterdan
in
Goldberg
pression on Samson. a very
a couple of construction workers in his quest for
important person. When SamDemocratic gubernatorial nomination. On of
the
could
they
son's friends realized
the workmen said his aides should "get a hairctit."
not come up with the solution,
they decided to blackmail his
wife with the threat, "lest we
burn thee and thy father's house
with fire" (Judges 14:15). When
Samson's wife "lay sore upon
him used exceedingly great
pressure)", he gave her the
Laurence J. Peter and
solution realizing extortion was
One thoughtfully handled • Raymond HAL
_ .
involved.. When Samson's 30
'1511_1511/4'n
seHicin Is- that on'Me Atnellieiti---RtirEktLES AND FLOURISHES
friends came to him with the
-Negro_ It is written by F.d
iirpotgar-:
Lrl
r r
—gO
*mutton whith ilia • frifr.
r
afaZi
.d9
Allan Toppin -profilsor o 1.QVE ND WILL - Rollo Max
them, Samson said, "If ye had
College,
State
Virginia
at
'history
IN SO EONE'S SHADOW'not ploughed with my heifer
LifeWeilie
and validated by the Chairman Rod McKuen
(young cow used in dragging the
of the University of Chicago's PRESENT AT THE CREATION
plough in those days and symbol
- Dean Acheson
of Samson's young wife being
01,111111
BEST SELLERS
used to drag the solution out of
(UP!)
him under pressure), ye had not (Compiled by Publishers' Weekly)
So
found out my riddle."
-heifer" as used by Samson
Fiction
means young wife. Samson's THE FRENCH LIEUTENANT'S
Quiets noisy motors,
worse enemies in those days were WOMAN - John Fowles
Cream type. Easy
home a point
Better car perforinancr
his 30 friends who were taking a TRAVELS WITH MY AUNT - Drives
10-dz.
to
apply.
31-406-1
NEW YORK (UPI) - An
part in his wedding. All of us can Graham Greene
have a real friend, in whom we THE GODFATHER - Mario oil company used two automobiles in a unique demonstration
can put our complete trust:
Puzo
JESUS said,"Ye are my friends, MR. SAMMLER'S PLANET to drive home an important
point to motorists: a dirty
if ye do whatsoever I command
I sf
Saul Bellow
exhaust does more than pa-you"(John15:14 1.
LOVE STORY - Erich Segal
lute the air -- it can waste
THE GANG THAT COULDN'T enough fuel to -run a second
Avery Courtney
SHOOT STRAIGHT - Jimmy engine. The company, Contin522 Brookside Drive
Breslin
ental Oil, used the uncontrolled
THE ANDERSON TAPES
exhaust from one of the cars to
Lawrence Sanders
operate the engine of the other
THE HOUSE ON THE STRAND automobile.
Sale
-Dal:ohne du Maurier
-*4
- - Price
A BEGGAR IN JERUSALEM - Elie Wiese!
Cause to rejoice
THE INHERITORS - Harold
SAO PAULO -Brazil (UPI)
Robbins
- Telephones-ate-SO 'hard to
Genuine WIES Quality.
-' come by -is- Ifili Tiists: ground blades.
lronfreflon
the recipient of one usually
Blades' coated
•
EVERYTHING YOU HAVE thObws a party to ee.lebrate.
4
• ,
with Teflon "5"
"1"1 "PS.
ALWAYS WANTED TO
* * *
Easier cutting,
4c.124.21
KNOW ABOUT SEX - David
Hose Hanger with mounting
Rust resistant.
German foreign aid Reuben
bracket. 4' V. A
MARY QUEEN OF SCOTS BONN ((P1) - Public and
Antonia Fraser
private West German airrto
THE SELLING OF THE developing countries in 1969
PRESIDENT 1968 - Joe reached 8.9 billion marks($2.4
HERE'S A CLOSE
billion) equal to 1.48 per cent
McGtiniss
LOOK at what are pre- THE GRAHAM KE-RR of the nation's gross national
sumed to be the world's
COOKBOOK - Graham Kerr product, the Ministry of Econmost beautiful features. THE AMERICAN HERITAGE omic Cooperation reported.
DICTIONARY OF THE Public funds provided 26.2 per
She's Marisol Malaret
ENGLISH. LANGUAGE - cent, private organizations 2.2
Contreras, 20, of Puerto
FUTURAMA
William Morris, editor-in-chief per cent, and cotnnierrial com"Ivfiss Universe."
THE PETER PRINCIPLE - panies 71.6 per cent of the aid.

SUPER VALUES
BEST SELECTIONS AND LOWEST PRICES!

Books

LITERravel
BASKET

Oil
Treatment

DuPont"RALLY"

WAX

:istaleprfc•

1.35-Value

994'

Shorts

TEFLON

O'

4\auori ty,
Durable plastic. Hangs
inside car. Assorted C01Ors. 1-1i5-,

FLOWER HEAD-

GRASS
SHEARS

.

SPRINKLER
Sale

75 Ft.
Plastic
,--GARDEN
HOSE

Price

Plastic spike with flower decorated sprinkler head. Ideal
for spot watering. 46-111-5

43'

TEM SAVINGS FOR SUMMER DRIVING!
E-Z RIDE
SEAT
COVERS

FUTURAMA
Plastic ilreg

Daybook of America 1110C-LAIRrifiN;Alig0
When patriots were
roused in 1770 to
throw off the yoke George /II exerted more strongly in the 13 Colonies tharz in England itself, four
other monarchies held sway within what is now the United States:
French, Spanish, Russian, Hawaiian
XIV; -Under, whom the
French empire extended over most
of North America above Mexico,
was dead and his precepts had been
neglected under 'his heir, a greatgrandson. Canada was already under British sovereignty and formal
transfer of Louisiana was being effected in 1770. A German-born princess ruled Russia and its foothold in
America as Catharine IT. Russians
were extending posts down the Pacific coast into Upper California.
Spanish sent soldiers and missionaries up from Mexleo in 1759-70 to
block the Russian advance.
The ruler of all the Southern continent except Brazil and a few iil5nds, plus Florida, Texas, pew
Mexico, Arizona, California, in
17.70, was Charles III, of Bourbon
lineage. He, like Catherine II and
Louis XV, hoped George III's troubles with his colonies wand ad- ranee Ms own interests against
Britain.
(--.) Louis XII'. His "Memoires for
the Instruction of the Dauphin,"
nen'', translated by Paul Sennine
(Free Press-Macmillan, publisher),
has instruction. in management Of
dIplouusts, generals, ulfe, mistress.

Installed

SPORTSTER JET

If a

(B) E-Z RIDE GOLDEN
ULTRA SHOCK ABSORBERS. For o smoother ride
under all driving conditions. For most cars.
6.33 i
12-660 669-9

97
01

540 tic

SPORTSTER

(cy

E-Z RIDE SUPER
ROADMASTER SHOCK
ABSORBERS. Lovett car
for stablo, smooth ride.
29.88
,2,2
.
12

vat"

"
Installod 23
—AT
NYLON FOAM

SHOCKS
(A) ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT TYPE SHOCK ABSORBERS. For most cars.
3.97i
i
12-6(5.)

Wears like iron, fits like a
Lilove. Choice of col(W

No. 65

Copylrieht 0 370. Clark Xinnsird, Distributed by IC1ns Features Syndicate

Iwo ;

SOIL AND FADE RESIST• ANT! Styled like custom
made coyers. Choose from
popular colors.

SET OF 8 FOR 4 WHEELS

Bonded

NYLON FOAM
COVERS 444

BRAKE
SHOES

EASY TO INS I ALL!Resilient foam backing. Clings
-like magic. Front or Rear.
-Choice of colors. 1/-xii etc.

•

Matching Rear 7-Pc. Cover
Fits pick-up truck
111
17-502 2

051-7/16—A

.01FASCO

4.44

REPLACE WORN UNSAFE
*IlliAKE SHOES! Longlife genuine bonded brake shoes give
25N more braking area, 50"'
more lining tepth_ 12.2v9-1.311
INSTALLATION:.$8 per set-most cars

THESE PRICES GOOD AT ALL OTASCO STORES

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER Murray, Ky.
STORE HOURS 9 am.- to 800 p m

Mon. thru Sat

753-8391

USI OUR IA S r
CRC017 OR
BAN% Alolf RtCAlr.
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New Winter Oat Variety
Released By Ag College

the first week in October in
Western Kentucky. The seeding rate is 3 bushels per acre,
but should be increased up to
$ bushels 43 seeding is delayed,
Finkner said.

Foundation seed for producLIMINGTON, Ey. — A new the animals, With vareful man- ing certified seed Is available
dairyFinkner
said,
agement,
winter eat variety, in the makfrom any Kentucky Foundation
ing over 10 years in the Uni- mars can feed oat silage which Seed Project. Contact John
and
expensive
to
grow
less
versity of Kentucky cane of is
Dicken, University of Kentucky
Agriculture laboratories and re- produce nearly the same *- Department of Agronomy, Agrisearch plots, was maimed July mount of milk as they would cultural Science Center, Lexget from feeding corn silage ington, 40006, for more infor1.
Dr. Verne C. Finlassr, the Many have and can double mation.
plant breeder who developed crop with Walken by planting
Registered seed, available for
the
new variety, named It corn for silage, harvesting that, farmers' use this fall, can be
the
corn
with
following
and
"Walken."
obtained from the Kentucky
Because of its stiff straw, It oat silage in the fall, be added Seednnen Association, Paul
hes the beet reaistanct to lodg- Walken has a slight disad- &Diner, 4001 Jenning lame,
ing of any of the other winter vantrge in that it mances a Louisville, Kentucky.
oat varieties, Finkner said. It Little later than other oat varAdditional information also
has also proved very winter ieties, about 1 week later than may be obtained from the KenMortise
the
hardy in test plots all over
Winter oats are usually plant- tucky Seed Improvement Assoccentral U.S.
iation, 929 South Limestone,
"We owe the Welsh a debt of ed in the last week of Septem- Lexington, Kentucky.
gratitude, “Flnkner said, "be- ber in Central Kentucky and
cause we crossed a variety ft=
Wales with a selection developed here in Kentucky. The Welsh
variety supplied the stiff straw
and our Kentucky oats furnished the winter hardiness.
"We named the variety in
OLD BOOKS SAVED--Assistant Secretary of State Mary R. Galvez,(left), and Paulhonor of Wales (Wall and Kenline Fields, administrator of the state Land Office, examine tattered old land grant
tucky (ken)," he explained.
This variety will be a Aram
hooks briars_ sending_them to be copied. The copies are-tole_ used for reference
addition to Kentucky's gears
and the valuable originals, bearing the names of famous Americans, saved and stored
livestock Industry, especially
for futuretenerations. (Steve Mitchell Photo)
for &try and poultry farmers,
FInkner said.
Walken is s dual purpose
company feels the "fuel for released so far. It says "a few variety, for it "en be grown
that growth has been pumped more like this could have a either for grain or as silage or
into the economy since early powerful effect on the near hay. When produced for grain,
this year." It believes "ita solid term trend since it is the it is as high yielding as the
Sposesed
and sustainable upturn will unexpected that usually has the other winter varieties (MI to 80
YOUTdependent
bushels per acre).
greatest market impact."
follow in due course.'
insuronce
*GENT
Insurance
Independent
The
The grain, Ttnlmer explainearevzv?ou Pinar
dairy
mostly
to
young
ed,
is
fed
Kentucky
of
predicts
Agents
Spear
and
Staff
Inc.
lower
NEW YORK (UPI)—Just as The anticipation of
which that -a general business boom cows and calves and used in
it was "unrealistic" to have second quarter earnings,
depressing the market should be well underway before feed mixes by poultrymen.
expected the economy
to has been
it's a very leafy variety and
not be nearly as the end of the year." It
"may
recently,
continue to grow faster than it
useful as a sage or
therefore
optimistic"
remains
"cautiously
feared,"
was able to do, it is equally bad as originally
the best qualproduces
hay.
It
outlook
for
stocks.
If
over
the
Hutton & Co.
NOW YOU CULLY CAN'T ASK A DRIVER
"unrealistic" today to expect it according to_E.F.
ity silage or hay when cut at-there have there, is no adverse news from
_says
companz
The
—
heeds
to remain -at-none-became
the
heeding
—
when
'7itr East or the Vfietale
sufirK
. _
sheathe
it now has---"zoom to grow,-" been 'a rev,' 'Pleisa
the company believes gin to emerge from the
sesAmon g the .few reports
,
or shortly after.
Lionel D.-Me-4 Co. says.
there".W1.12 be "an irregular —Several
dairymen have aladvance of investment grade
ready grown and fed Walken as
issues in the weeks immediatefiwyorwilW
silage and found it to be satisininuCin MAROC Sent Y COUPOINATIM [(Meletiin
ly ahead."
factory feed and palatable to
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:la NBC News Special NOVO: winr, Saone Newel_ W1hr.; adorn.
:30 Dens. Cemendaties
Family Affair
The Knins—They're
:OS For Governor
Hum Days
Beautiful
130 Ironside
Happy Days
Bewitched
Irenside
Movie:
This Is Tom Jones
:30 Dragnet, 1170
"Dear Heart"
This Is Torn Jones
eg
D,__Martin Presents Move
The Survivors
W :30 The Goiddlipmers
Movie
The Surviware
News; Wifyr , Snorts
Ai News, Wtbr Sown News Wthr Sports
0 :30 The Tonieht Show
The Mery Griffin Show Movie:
:416 The Tangle Show The Mery Griffin Show "The Mouse Thal
:MI The Tanis.* Show The Mery Grittin Show Roared"
m :el The Avengers
6. 10 The Avengers
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FRIDAY AFTERNOON

-The stock market will likely
continue its lethargic course
over the near term," the
Alexander Hamilton Institute
believes. The firm says "too 'WAN( lies
many darnpeners preclude any
it
kind of sustained uptick." The
biggest worries, the company ir
says are still corporate liquidi- CO
ty, lower
second
quarter II
entreings and Middle East Cs
lensu,.:s. It adNrises the
tors to "favor as much liquidity
as possible."

3
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"BEST
VACATIO
BUY:',.
HOTEL
AND MOTEL
DAYTONA BEACH FLORIDA

AT A PRICE
BEYOND PROTEST

For the Family or for 2 or More People

7 NITES - 8 DAYS
Everything for 2 includes air-conditioned room
in the heart of Daytona Beach; breakfast and a
choice of complete dinners off the menu, a total
of 24 meals and — no tipping. Children under
12 free.
AMERICAN EXPRESS • BANK AMERICARD
MASTER CHARGE • CARTE BLANCHE • DINERS
July 1Aug. 15

Aug. is.

$179

s159

Put Week

Per vv.,*
.4

I
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A Resort on the 0C4116
16114T LUAU
lust North of The Plaza a
640 N. Atlaatic Ave
baylona teach, Fla. 32020
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I LJONDER La-k I LIKED HER

A...NP THEN THERE WERE
THOSE SOFT PAW5 WOW!

MUCH 71 THIN*: IT'S BECAUSE
WE TEASED EACH OTHER...

F aria
Show
Show
shop
She.
Show

by Ernie Bushmiller

cl TIT Said
M
:
etc 48:sti
Ci°
7
.
.
1.VcP
ZAt
d oLE
4,irteryttling

COME HERE,
NANCY--- I
WANT YOU
TO MEET AN
OLD PAL
OF MINE--

J1 M

HAvEN'T SEEN
YOU SINCE WE WERE
BuDDIES
)
YEARS AGO

General Howlfa i
One Life To Live
Dark Shadows
'the Beverly HIllbiliies
The Lucy Show
The Real McCoy
ABC Eventris Nee
Dyck Van Dote Show

WE

GREW UP
TOGETHER

e's

EVENING PROGRAMS

:00 News; MOW.; aports News: Wily., Sports hews' Wthr. • Sports
'
The Flying Nun
:90 Repubican Cndidtes Get Smart
The Brady Bunch
og
.1103 For Governor
He and ,She
The Ghost & Mrs. Muir.
e
_le It Happened in July Homprir Heroes
Here 'Corn, the BriteeS
Mosne .
SO
011 Baseball:
Here Coma Ma Brides
"On it. Town''
:30 Atlanta vs.
Love, American Stole
Movie
:00 St. Louis
A
Cove, American Style
AO Baseball
movie
W
Sports News, Wily.; Soft.
News: Wthr
10 :1 Basebalill
Perry Mason
"Good Day For a
Harming1
Movie
Big Valley
The
Movie:
Avengers
:
:°
30 The A'
-HMI on Frisco Bar"
Was le
;2

6

•

1 ::°:•'Ttse";T::;i'
12
1

:711"Velresr

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS

Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle

ORO 00000 MOO
MMO 15130SP
OIDAM4 CAMPNURM
@KIWI A110
W4M003 FJ:d130
00 POMF3 M0a14
ROO E3WIT2 ROO
000g MPOOM UM
RfAMWil PSWIRMOM
l[1 MR210
UURGIAMO WigE10
ROM DOOM MUR
OM @MOO NOM

3-Wireless
sets
1 Sailors (cotton) 4-Ornerts
5-Church bench _ pciudirty
- eutoniC
8-Pierce
'deny
12 Turkosh
7 Existed
regiment
8-Take
13 Macaw
unlawfully
14-Group of
9 Quavers
three
10-COmrriOn
15 One who uses
COntraction tor
tricky devices
' "am not
IT Beer mugs
11 -Foreman
i 19 RINK 111
164.amowys
France
.18-Pronoun
20-Stops
22-Aquatic
21 European
mammal
cannel
36 Time
44-Mother of
23-Wide
23 Warning
by
Castor and
24
Remuneration
device
3 7. only
29 Devoured
24 Dance
38 Trough
46 Melody
27 Possess
step
holding
47 Bristle
29-Simian
26 Atmospheric
fodder
49 female sheep
30-Stio
disturbance
40 Printers
50 Permit
42 Croon
, 35 Retail
28 Decker.
53 Babrlotlian
31 Nur
43 Cease
,establishments
deity
32 Pair
33 Hebrew
I
1
3
4
2:::5
6
7
:::::: 8
9
10 11
letter
.
11
41:
34 Affirmative
I
III
Ki13
14
7•
36 Pertaining to
•:•X
:e.c•
puniOrnent
W17 18
38 Encountered
71.5•5:4O oh
30
39 Rtc
19
;;;•1:57/N
1
41 Facts
p1
7t
43 Debris
PAP. AN
45 Shades
400OX.:
24 25
•27
28 29 30
48 Cylonclrical
U26
:OA
50 Organized
31
group
:
:
:
:
:
:$::::
:
e* 33
ig•
.14 ..1 Al
.4 32
51 River in
31
37 :•••••• 38
Germany
$
02:
52 Tiny
MN 39 ;0 •
NI41
•,%,••
54 Lease
42•
55 Fre*
6C61, 56 Done
19 lita''. 50
1i
57 Region
II
111
DOWN
51
••
VI
"111111Pallnill
1 Youngsters
55
X
:57
2 Century
56
(Pant
Diet, by United restore Syndies •
It,

cone

DAYTON, OHIO, is the
'nation's fourth largest
city with a black mayor
with the swearing in
of James H. McGee
(above). McGee, 51, a
lawyer, succeeds Mayor
Dave Hall, who resigned
because of poor health.
"SWIMS ADRIATIC
VENICE, Italy (UPI i—Fulvio
Bergamini, 27, finished swimming the 74 miles between
Trieste and Venice Sunday in 33
hours and 27 minutes. He was
accompanied by boats tooting
their horns.
Bergamini ate 70 eggs, (I%
pounds of steak, 13 pounds of
soup, gallons of tea and a dish
of spaghetti during rest stops in
the water.
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by R. Van Buren
1111
19
1- A GASP275
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Eliht Deaths- It-Sibb bite-Teti

A Greenup County traffic I
early today and eight rt
deaths Wednesday rais(
state toll for the year thin
525-compared with 539 t
last
this
date
The fatalities:

GREENUP: Lewis Da
of Olive Hill, was killed
today in a two-car collb
U.S. 23 just north of South
SOMERSET:
Four s
beauticians from the I
were

killed

Wedn

when their small foreig
collided with a state Hi;
Department jeep truck on
ten miles west of here.
victims were identifie
Rosana M. Benge, 22;
White, 18; Mrs. Loveta
Smith, 20 and Ruth Dean H
SOMERSET, Mrs.
Simpson West, 20, and
month old daughter, Trin
Science Hill, were killed
nesday in a twocar cagisir
Clifty Road just we.
Somerset.
FRANKFORT: Mrs. A
Thompson, 58, of Lorain,
died Tuesday of injuries su
last Sunday when her car r
U.S. 60 two miles east of I
fort.
The other Wednesday (
were reported earlier.

More Singapore jobs
SINGAPORE* (UPI) employment in Singapr
declining because of g
industrialization, accordr
a Labor Ministry spokr
who says there has ix
steady 'decrease in the nu
of people registering a
ministry's employment
change. Latest statistics
54,107 names were on kh
ployment exchange regire
March, comNired-with-674
in March 1969.

SINGAPORT (UPI) were 9,000 home acciden
sea reported in Singapor
1969, compared with 2.3
1964. a four-fold increase,
ording to official statistics.
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LIT Abner

by Al Capp
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More than 1,583,000 motor
vehicles now circulate in Mexico, says the Mexico Industry
and Commerce Ilpartment.
it • ir
California measures 235
miles at its m'ax imum width.

MR. AND MRS. JOE H.
bondale Tuesday (July
Wednesday (July 8) to la
ern Illinois University'
Organization agricultur(
Federal Universtiy of I.
SIU associate professor
is a native of Marshall
State University. Mrs.
Murray. Ky.

area

PROGRAMS

Secret Storm
Werld-$.y CNN,
The Edge of Night
:30 !Wild Promise
:K Word-Somerset
confer PYlia USMC
:30 Loaf Sit Uwe
Gillman island
. *Ovid:
:00 LOW In WK
:39 Ralph Emery Stsow "Thuhderhoof"
Moose
y Brinkleyr. CBS leY
News

reading aloud. She said the
money would go toward purchAge of Bibles for Sunday school.

by Charles M. Schulz
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collected from persona who
stopped by the Salvation Army
Citadel where her husband was

Daytona Beach,Florida's

Peanuts*
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READ8 TESTIAMENT
LONDON (UPI) — Capt.
George Twitchen, 43, of the
Salvation Army finished reading the New Testament in 19
hours and 22 minutes Sunday.
Twitchen's wife said $108 was
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'ARMORIALS
Porter White • Manepee
Iii Maple St
753-2512
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Fishermen
File Suit
On Plants

—
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Quotes
From The
News

chartered by the plush Hillei
School Day Camp for Jewish
children at Larence, N.Y., a
wealthy New York suburb, was
filled with 61 persons—two
drivers, 10 counselors and * MOBILE, Ala. (up)—Five By United Press International
boys and girls 11 and 12 years chemical plants have been HONG KING—Bishop James
old on an overnight outing to charged with polluting Alabeuna Edward Walsh, commenting on
the Pennsylvania Dutch coun- waterways in a $2.5 million suit his release after 12 years in a
try•
filed in federal district court by Communist Chinese prison:
"I feel a bit like Rip Van
Moving along Interstate 78, two commercial fishermen.
the bus failed to negotiate the
Charles W. Reed and James Winkle waking up after a king
curve by Mrs. Stettler's house, A. Reed, owners of Reed's Com- sleep."
spun on the wet highway, mercial Fishing Co., filed the
ripped through eight guardrails, suits Wednesday accusing the WASHINGTON—Rep. William
and plunged 50 feet down the plants of discharging mercury J. Scherle, R-lows, welcoming
shale embankment, turning 3r other pollutants into waters the retirement of NBC news.
over repeatedly and coming to and severely hurting the fishing caster Chet Huntley whom he
rest on its side.
accuses of being a "Nixon
business.
Impact Splits Bus
The suit names as defendants hater":
The impact split the bus, Geigy Chemical Co., Olin-Math- "His retirement comes 16
popping the windows. Children eison Co., Stauffer Chemical years too late."
were hurled out the openings, Co., Halby Chemical Co., and
screaming.
SAIGON—Army Chief of Staff
Diamond Shamrock Co.
Pennsylvania state Trooper
441#
similar suit was filed in Gen. William Westmoreland,
A
Robert °arson, off-duty at a U. S. District Court Monday by approving of President Nixon's
heard
local gas stale when he
four commercial fishermen ask- withdrawal program:
•
of the crash, was the first ing $50 million in damages for "No one in a responsible
y
policeman on the scene.
commercial fishermen position that I know of ever fek
200
the
Fair
the
at
Calloway
The Jersey
County
named
Tuesday.
Jerseycow
Champion
"There were children on top in the area. Two suits totaling a' military victory was attainaThis is the Grand
of the bus, on the enibankment, $e5 million were filed last week ble in the classic or traditional is owned by Murray State Universiee
Photo by C. Eugene Tubbs
in the bus, lying about in the by commercial fishermen and sense" in Vietnam.
grass and in the creek. There fish market owners in northwest
44 to 26%, Superior Oil 3 to 136,
was just no place to start."
4, and Mobil % Wild welding
1
4 to 50/
/
Getty 11
in federal court at STANFORD, Calif.—ProfesAlabama
MOORESTOWN, NJ.(UPI)
Seven of the children died in Birmingham against Diamond ser William Baxter, arguing
to 46. Jersey Standard was
A welding equipment maker
the crash. Fifty-two others Shamrock.
against aircraft noise:
unchanged at 56%, but Occidenaboard the bus were injured,
4. here has pulled a fast one. A
1
tal surrendered 111 to 14/
Commercial fishing is banned "Airlines should be made to
several critically.
to portable device designed by
for
2
using
/
11
up
pity
our
rose
quiet."
Atlantic Richfield
Mobile, Tombigbee and
motorists on the
said
rtittallt industries can make one
Clarson
2.
1
54/
Tensaw rivers below the JackCarMR. AND MRS. JOE H. JONES, ready to board a plane at
stopped to help, but "there WBS son Lock and Dam and on a
Litton weld eery six milliseconds. At
electronics,
the
Among
PROPOSES CHANGE
boixkle Tuesday (July 7) arrived in Brazil, South America, a larger number of people who
NEW YORK (UPI) —Stocks was steady at 17 on a block of that speed it's theoretically
45-mile stretch of the Tennessee
597,600
N
UPI
—The
WASHINGTO
Wednesday (July 8) to begin a two-year assignment with South- didn't help. They stood by and
moderate 11,000 shares. RCA gained 1,48 to possible to make
opened
firm. -.
,
River in the state's northwest
Agriculture watched and took pictures.
an houror 5.2 billion a
ederal Aviation Administra- 'WM.:Peek tedak,-)bdvances 18%, University Computing vt
ern Illinois University's United Nations Food and
ern section.
n, in an effort to‘..-make air running ahead of declines by a to 22/
Organization agriculture education development program at the
"But until the other police4, N ear
1
4, Collins Radio I/4 to 10/
1
The ban was issued after
Jones,
Brazil.
southern
in
Marta
Santa
of
motorists
the
Universtiy
Utxi services and 'cowunuter 2-to-1 ratio.
there
Federal
men got
Burroughs
69,
to
le
levHoneywell
mercury
the
showed
scientist,
studies
soils
type airlines meet tougher Shortly after the opening, the % to 921
SIU associate professor of eastieindtestries arida
and truckers were a great deal
4 to
1
4, and Memorex /
/
el in fish taken from the waters
is a native of Marshall County, Ky., and graduate of Murray of help. They tried to comfort was unsafe for human COMMIT'''. safety standards, has proposed UPI
indicator, 60/
marketwide
4. IBM also added 44 to
1
* * *
of
Lovett
Nelline
involving showed a gain of 0.58 per cent 252/
rules change
a
State University. Mrs. Jones is the former
the children,' to stop the
4. Control Data slid ea to
1
don.
towels and
Smaller airplanes with 10 or on 548 issues crossing the tape. 31%, and National Cash Most plotter-tire
Murray. Ky.
b1ifeding. with
...
'Is. Some were
'thore passfnger seats. J.-Of these, 364 pointed higher and Register is to" -36%. General
IONN (UPI) - West Ger:.1 Under the proposal,--such 128 declined.
very badly."
2.
1
Electric added tv. to 73/
inaii—wurkerptidbcfirity',kur
,
Olane would have to meet the _ American Telephone opened Ford picked up Li to 443,4 in gain most rapidly inihe coal..
Trucketir kik racks
• • •
--,,The
(UPI)
_YORK
Tore rigorous standards set for 'higher at 451
He said the truckers briech.
4 on a block of the autos, with General Motors mines-- 110 per cent between
/
company merger record 1 held
(Continued From Pegg 1)
larger transports. The FAA will 11,400 shares. Roan -Selection up Sft_to 66, and Chrysler 1957-and 1969,compared with
hydraulic jacks to help lift the
by.11-.S. Industries,Spshich ass
arise of 93 per cent in industry
but are being shouted down by bus so rescue crews could acquired 97 firms'since 1956. gccept public comments on the Trust was unchanged at 5 on a unchanged at 17714.
trapped
children
the
proposal until Oct. 5., and a 17,200-share block. W.T. Grant In the steels, U.S. Steel rose as a whole, according to a
reach
militants.
black
of
fatality
traffic
handful
County
a
A Greenup
in
only
tiffl
comWilling
takes
spokesman said it was not likely edged up /
4 on a block 1'2 to 31, and Bethlehem Le to study by the Institute of
3
4 to 29/
1
early today and eight reported We have organized to raise the beneath the vehicle.
gat panies .which are suecessful. Pie rule would become effective of 10,000 shares.
227,s.
German Industry.
deaths Wednesday raised the voice of patriotism and respon- "The last girl that they
_Mat
the
en
and
condition
pinned
before mid-1971.
In the oil group, Texaco rose
Polaroid gained 1 to 5634.
state toll for the year thus far to sibility for the black silent ma- out that was alive was
management
the
remains.
"I
said.
he
rightbus,"
under the
525-compared with 539 through jority and to demand the
year. ful share of national attention understand she had lost a leg.
last
date
this
due us as a majority within the Most of the kids who were
The fatalities:
black minority."—Frota the pinned under the bus were
Beliefs of the Na- dead.
GREENUP: Lewis Davis, 59, Statement of
Silent Majority -The kids were all screaming
of Olive Hill, was killed early tional Black
Committee.
and crying. Most of them were
of
collision
two-car
today in a
in shock."
U.S. 23 just north of South Shore.
Fellow sent the Internal Rev. When word of the accident
student
Four
SOMERSET:
enue Department 25 cents. Said reached the school, parents
beauticians from the London be understood he mild pay his rushed to the modern brick and
Wednesday
area were killed
taxes by the quarter.
glass building. Some were
when their small foreign car
some near hysteria.
collided with a state Highway W. have a Cockscomb about crying,
sat in stricken silence.
Department jeep truck on Ky. 80 three feet high that is bril- Others
Many Travel To Site
ten miles west of here. The liant red.
As the extent of the tragedy
victims were identified as
a number- left
Rosana M. Benge, 22; Karen Wife finally broke down and became known,
drive
four-hour
the
for
auto
by
White, 18; Mrs. Loveta Hacker removed our grand daughter's
Others chartered
Smith, 20 and Ruth Dean Hibbits. fingerprints from the glass to Allentown.
took regularSOMERSET, Mrs. Vickie doors. She's been gone for near- planes and others
ly scheduled feeder airlines.
Simpson West, 20, and her 9 ly two weeks.
Leaders of the Allentown
menth old daughter, Trudy, of
community set up an
Jewish
to
want
Science Hill, were killed Wed- Why should anyone
the
at
center
keep such mementoes' We emergency
nesday in a twocar cagisimn
help them.
Clifty Road just west of could never explain until you Temple Beth El to
Residents offered places to
have a grandchild yourself.
Somerset.
volunteers kept telephone
sleep,
Alberta
:
Mrs.
FRANKFORT
open to the various
lines
still
on
are
Her
fingerprints
Thompson, 58, of Lorain, Ohio,
hospitals to receive the latest
died Tuesday of injuries surterea the mirror in the bedroom.
information on the condition of
last Sunday when her car ran off
U.S. 60 two miles east of Frank- Here Is a recipe for Elephant the injured.
Stew we ran across the other During the night hearses
fort.
drove from New York to pick
day.
The other Wednesday deaths
up the bodies of the seven dead
were reported earlier.
Inentilionts: One elephant, salt, children. For the parents there
pepper, two rabbits (optional). was a service this morning at
More Singapore jobs
Dice the elephant into small the temple.
SINGAPORE (UPI) - lii pieces. This should take about The parents, both in Laemployment in Singapore is two months, Add enough brown wrence and Allentown, didn't
declining because of greater gravy to cover, and season. want to talk.
industrialization, according to Cook over kenosene stove about "I would not like to talk
a Labor Ministry spokesman four weeks at 465 degrees. This about the accident right now,"
who says there has been a will serve 3800 people. If more said one father. Then almost as
said:
steady 'decrease in the number are expected, two rabbits may an
afterthought, he
of people registering at the be added.
"Thank God my son is in one
ministry's employment expiece."
change. Latest statistics show
54,107 names were on Me em-.
ployment exchange-register in Dutch share values
Match, com pared-win-5093
AMSTERDAM (UPI)- The
in March 1969.
nominal value of all Dutch
Mares listed on the Amsterdam
SINGAPORT (UPI) - There Stock
Exchange- was 62,498.
(Continued Prom Page 1)
ca.
accident
home
9,000
Were
000,000 (b) at the end
in
Singapore
ses reported in
1969, compared with $
•nfirmed that the three prin1969, compared with 2,300 in 000,000 (6) at the:
cipals had all been demoted to
1964, a four-fold increase, acc- 1968.
lower-Paying jobs as
ording to official statistics.
teachers. They are Leslie Noise,
who had been principal at Russell
Springs Elementary for 17 years;
Robert Garner, principal at
eyUnion Chapel Elementary for
nine years; and Aubrey Johnson,
Jamestown
at
principal
Thio Auction This Satur‘ay Night at..
Elementary for four years.
Mrs. Maxine Garner, the
librarian joining in the suit, has
been offered a contract to continue in her present position at
White Chapel Elementary.
schools
County
Russell
remained open during the work
Located at the Corner of
A hitchhiker's appearance is no inClication of his charHelping others is an old Americaictiedition. When we
stoppage, but Gates said those
-intentions. In addition to the Fisk of robbery or
acter—or
a
4th & Olive Streets Murray, Kentucky
perhaps
road
bringing suit were among the
see someone hitchhiking along the
teachers
is danger in stopping suddenly for a hitchCounty
there
atta'Cl‹.
many Russell
young man who could be on is way back to college —
who stayed off the lob
cars are on the road behind you.
other
when
hiker
it's.our natural inclination to stop and offer a lift. UnfortuAbout 25,000 teachers took part
We have 2 Refrigerators, Electric
sate whenever you travel
be
you
to
We
want
the
ktgitin,
nately, it's a dangerous inclination. Time and
in the statewide strike, which was
you see a hitchhiker,
time
next
So
car.
by
tragedy.
to
and
Sofa
a
turned
of
Kentucky
has
motorist
the
by
called
Range, Tables and Chairs,
generous gesture
leave him be. You'll still be doing someone
Education Association KEA.
,with robbery, assault or murder the reward for a lift along
A similar suit was filed last
Other Misc. Items
a kindness Your family and yourself.
the road. N.A.D.A. safety experts estimate it happens
week against the Rowan County
nearly 100 times every day.
School Board by Sherman Arnett,
official orpnization of America s franchised new car and Duck dealers • Wash....won 0 C '
Don't forget to Drowse around our Thrift Corner .
a former school principal who
The message Is clear.'Don't stop to pick up a stranger
•
was demoted for he
he
claims
.-UP
50'
from
clothes
you will finer good
participation in the strike
One In a series presented by N.A.D.A., this newspaper, and the new car dealers of our community.

Today's
Stock Market

/o

rot Deaths lit= SEEN & HEARD
-SkthiRaisiToir

is is no stop-sign.

Teachers ...
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National Automobile Dealers Association
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Sewage problems
10 sPip;AIN0
Daybook of America 1110C-,kie

jinx home building

Liberty Song . . . and the whole company
joined in the chorus. This is cultivating the
Sensations of Freedom."
As thus indicated, a pattern was cut for
1776.
4th of July celebrations before July 4,

July 4, 1770, demands for "indeNo.64 pendence" had not been heard
in the Thirteen Colonies. But "liberty" was in
the air, literaily. • "fOrlrtY Song, with
verses adapted to the Melody of Hearts of
Oak, resounded at gatherings of patriots who
adopted the name Sons of Liberty from a
speech by an English officer, Col. Isaac Barre.
Barre, who had served with British regulars and colonial militia in the campaign
that wrested Canada from the French, defended in Parliament the colonials' resistance
to British impositions. He called them "sons
of liberty" who had prospered despite neglect
and English maladministration. As an organization, the Sons qutrkly became one of the
three most influential political factors in
Boston, the others being the Merchants Club
and the Caucus. The latter two were comparatively small groups. Back in 1763, John
Adams noted in his diary, "The Caucus Club
meets at certain times in the garret of Tom
Dawes . . They smoke tobacco until you can
and choose
hardly see . . . drink flip .
selectmen, assessors. wardens .. before they
are chosen in the town."
The sSons of Liberty eclipsed the others in
number for good reasons. G. B. Warden explains in an illuminating chronicle Boston:
1689-1776 i newly published by Little, Brown
& 0).1: The Sons "knew that people can
stand only so many formal meetings and organized votes.'' They staged social gatherings.
Another John Adams diary entry, 1769:
"Dined with Sons of Liberty at the Sign of
the Liberty Tree in Dorchester. We had two
tables laid in the open field by the barn,
with between 300 and 400 plates, and an
. After the dinner
awning of sail-cloth
was over and the toasts drank we had the

In Contemporary engraving of Barre from
portrait by A. Ci. Stuart and 143 autograph.

avi7<9
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Mother Charged In
Of Daughter
D
.- 11ETIIMPMIS,- IV July 14-A young mother front:the
Samoth community near New Columbia in Massac County has
slaughter
charged with murder and involuntary
41111th of her 19-month-old daughter.
Mrs. Nancy Troutt, M, is charged with causing the death
- 411- tier daughter, Patricia.
Troutt with
Mrs. Treat was charged by lessly struck by Mrs.
font.
and
fist
her
Neely,
Robert
attorney,
state's
Tuesday afternoon.
there are three other children
Authorities said the baby was , in the family, a girl, 4, and two
dead on arrival at Massac Me- boys, 3 years and 5 months.
morial Hospital the afternoon of 1
Mrs. Tmutt's husband, John,
July .8
The mother told authorities at is reported to have been at work
the time that the baby had fallen when the child was allegedly
beaten.
off a car, they said.
Mrs. Troutt is being held withAuthorities were suspicious of
the child's injuries which did not out bond in the Massac County
appear to have been caused by Jail.
the kind of accident described
- An autopsy of the child conby Mrs. Troutt.
'Me murder charge against ducted at the hospital 'bowed
Mrs. Trcaut alleges that she she had been struck numerous
killed the infant with her fist times with severe blows.
and foot.
No intcaination about the case
The involuntary manslaughter Is being given out by county ofcharge alleges that the child ficials, except the information in
died as a result of being reck- the official charge.

PACT ENDED
WASHINGTON (UPI) -The
United States and' Nicaragua
have tentatively ended a 54year-old treaty that gave the
United States exclUsive rights
to build a Panama-type canal
across The -Central Araericari,
nation.
Both nations said the BryanChamorro Treaty was canceled'
because circumstances have
changed since the pact was
ratified in 1914. The cancellation still is subject to approval
by the U.S. Senate and the
Nicaraguan Congress.

STEAL PENGUINS
UPI)
LOWELL, Mass.
Somebody's stealing the penguins that eat the city's trash.
.Officials put out four-foot-high
wastebaskets two weeks ago in
the shape of penguins bearing
signs, -Feed Me, I Eat litter."
Trash could be suffed in the
penguin's gaping jaws.
'However, seven of the big
penguins have been stolen and
one person was charged with
larceny. Officials are making
plans to tie down the rest of the
garbage gulping trashcans.

Reg. $2.25
12 Oz. Size

water pollution problems.
But details of that plan,
announced -recently by HUD
assistant secretary Lawrence
Cox, have not yet been worked
out.
And even though the plan
would give cities an incentive
to solve their pollution problems, it would not be mpek
help to communities that find
it difficult 'lc; finance needed
sewer projects.

Emmen iiropgard_- — - -

-

Construction freezes have
tieen MT:wed in PreaLin..N.e.w.
York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia,Indiana, Ohio, Georgia and California. Most of the bans were
ordered until new sewer facilities can be installed.
The National Association of
Real Estate Boards recently
said the pollution problems
could hurt home building more
in the long run than the current tight money. sitnAtion.
In its official publication
"Realtor's keadlines," the Association said: "Many build-

AUTOS POR SAL

Air Conditione
Now Datsun
RADAR STATION CAPTURED BY ISRAEUS-Finally acknowledging the Dec. 27 raid officially, Israeli authorities in Tel Aviv released this photo of a P-12 radar station, a top secret
device given to Egypt by the Russians and seized by Israeli commandoes. It was airlifted

Hair Color

196'7 OPEL Station
29,000 miles, air condi
luggage rack, except
nice
3

Coroner Rules
Child Died
Accidentally

1964 DATSIUN, 4-Door
wagon, Air Condil
Radio, Heater, Clean I

gpoDYVILLE, Ky., July 15 Lyon County Coroner Eugene
Denny has ruled that Clarice
Elizabeth Faulkner, 11, Kuttawa
Rt. 2, accidentally hanged herself while playing in a shed
Tuesday morning.
Survivors include the parents,
Mr. and Mrs. I. V. Faulkner;
five sisters, Gertrude, Gladys,
Gloria, Eva Mae and I. V. Sue
Faulkner; and two brothers,William and Samuel Faulkner,
all of Kuttawa._,._....
Funeral services will be conducted at 2 p.m. Saturday at
Locust Grove Baptist Church by
the Rev. Willie Neal, with burial
in Kuttawa Cemetery. Friends
may call at the family residence
after noon Friday.
Denny said the Faulkner
child left the house about F a.m.
and was found about an hour
later In the shed, which was
used as a playhouse.

;4.
STANDARD PORTRATURE 1g UNUSUAL PHOTOGRAPH

*PORTRAITS - *WEDDINGS
*COMMERCIAL
-*FIRM
*RESTORATIONS
WE DO T HEM A1.1

Cxbile

DEATH TOLL RAISED
ROME (UPI )-Police said
today 18 persons drowned in
Italian seas, lakes and rivers
Sunda, and Monday. It raised
the toll to 61 since a heat wave
began across the nation two
weeks ago.
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FURNISHED garage ap
with four rooms and t
conditioned. Phone 753
her 5:00 p. m.

TWO-BEDROOM mobil,
Air conditioned with al
washer. Shady lot. 0
3623.

TWO LARGE, beautiful,
ished apartments acro
; Westview Nursing Horn
1 16th Street. Two tit
-; bath, utility room, carp
conditioned, with stove
erator, garbage dispo
•, dishwasher. Call: 753-4

FIVE ROOM house at
enclosed hack porch,
, Street Vacant August
1 7534558.

un
TWO-BEDROOM
duplex apartment, cen
air conditioned, oarpete
Couples only. Phone

'1.88 yd.

672"

evenings

BY OWNER: three h(
New Concord on Hwy
apartment,. 1, nine reel
. both brick veneer. 1, th
., room, large garage,
wall-to-wall carpeting,
windows end doors, i
Priced for quick sale
R. Jones., Route 2, Ha
tucky, phone 436-235

UPE
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REG
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yds $ 00
for I

Big 10 Oz. Can
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Open

OFFICE SPACE in
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and air conditioner ft
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tact Ed Frank Kirk at I
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Lassiter-McKir
Datsun

UNFURNISHED two '
home. Phone 753-4518

- $294

THURS.,

On CHRYSLER 4-1300
condll
Top,
air
Specie
automatic

NICE FURNISHED oi
two-bedroom apartmen
peted and air conditio;
cated 100 South 19th
Married couples only.
Pest Control. No pho;
pleaw.

DOUBLE KNITS
100% POLYESTER

SUNTAN LOTION
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FINAL CLEARANCE

GtT SET HAIR SPRAY

PONTIAC
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NEVILLE 2-Door Hai
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Automatic
1
nice
power,
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Store

1965 PONTIAC, 9 pas
Station Wagon, All
ditioner, Automatisli
rack. Special

ti FOUR-BEDROOM, twt
• trick home, 1000 Sharp
$115 month. Yearly is
/ ply at Ledger and Tin

and FISHING TACKLE
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6
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ers have said die *tie kis coesfir
for local governments to reassess their priorities and to
put more emphasis on sewage
treatment plants and less on
providing the latest refinements for their school systems.
"These builders point out
that it does not do any good
to provide more classroom or
recreational facilities if build-

Trade-Ins

to Israel. Official Israeli photo

rJ_LI

EUROPEAN NATURALS
Shampoo-In

ing development in the cornmunity is frozen because present treatment plants are overtaxed."
Local pollution control officials who have imposed the
ban apparently believe it does
little good to provide more
houses if the communities will
drown in their own sewage.
The conflict between protecting the environment and
meeting the nation's housing
goals is more apparent than
real. The housing goal, after
all, is for a "decent home in a
decent environment" for every
American.
But the sewer problems
pow just one more obstacle
to solving the deepening housTwo years ago.
ing crisis.
Congress called for 26 million
new or rehabilitated houses by
1978. With only eight year
to go, the nation is more that
22 million units short of meet
int,that goal.

By NORMAN KEMPSTER
WASHINGTON (UP!) A growing number of communities
have temporarily
banned new home building because overburdened sewagetreatment
facilities cannot
handle additional waste without producing unacceptable
water pollution.
The situation dramatizes a
seeming conflict between two
of the nation's basic goals production of a decent home
for every American and protection of the environment.
Most government officials
think there is only one constructive way to settle the
problem. New sewage treatment facilities must be built.
But that coats money and both
federal and local governments
are having fiscal problems.
The Difeaartment of Housing
and Urban Development
(HUD) has announced plans
to give priority treatment to
applications for urban renewal
funds from communities which
are making the best progress
in solving their own sit and

YD

SORYKSS WEI

BLACKTOP
DRIYEWAV

Central
Paving(
grata anima

753-415
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

THURSDAY - JULY la, 1070

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

R1AL ESTATE FOR SALE

IMMACULATE CONDITION
-BEDROOM brick veJUST LISTED a new 3-bedroom THREE
2 bedroom buff brick- home at
room,
dirties
room,
living
neer,
Road,
house on the Lynn Grove
804 N. 17th Street. Has a liveat-in
laundry,
room,
family
Lot 190 by 200 ft, with large
ing room, spacious bedrooms,
disposal, dishwasher,
shade trees, central heat and kitchen,
kitchen-family room, large utiland
heat
central
s,
air carpeted throughout, ga- appliance
central heat, lots of closity,
401
location.
rage, range dishwasher, dispos- air. Excellent
bath, built-in range
ets,
ceramic
July-20-P
753-7844.
al, interior must be seen to North 10th.
and oven, garbage disposal, 80'
appreciate 122,500.
x 224' lot. AvailLble now.
FARM FOR SALE: 25 acres,
basement, deep
APPROXIMATELY 3% down
ON PARKLANE DRTVE we modern house,
will move you into this solid
Two miles west
have a 3 bedroom brick 4 years well and pond.
bedroom frame home with
with of Lynn Grove, then turn at
3
new,
like
looks
but
Hard
old
4
1965 LTD FORD -Door
siding. Has a firesouth two
aluminum
Store
hard
ns
Crktende
room,
living
in
carpet
Top, Air Conditioned and
435-5802.
place in the living room, wall
Roberson
M.
bedrooms,
miles.
in
new,
like
wood,
Power, exceptionally
July-17.11
to wall carpet in living room
1% baths, lots of closet and
$1095.00
nice
and dining room, kitchen with
cabinet spec*, beautiful drapes,
range included, laundry room,
and tower.
antena
TV
colored
SALE
FOR
ConAir
AUTOS
,
1965 MUSTANG
huge upstairs bedroom could
sacrifice
to
willing
are
Owners
ditioner, 3speed transmission,
be divided into two rooms,
1969 JEEP, tour wheel drive,
for quick sale.
$995.00
clean,
screened porch, separate gaJUST LLSTED a 3 bedroom low Limo, has two tops. Call
rage, beautiful lot. Available
ITC
house and 15 acres of land on 7511-71110.
1967 OPEL Station Wagon,
ly.
immediate
Tennessee
near
121 Highway
CHEVROLET Impala, air
29,000 miles, air conditioner,
OLD 3 bedroom
Has good size stock 1969
YEAR
line.
ONE
state
Phone 753-2958.
luggage rack, exceptionally
X acre lot.
on
fences, well, bath and and power.
home
barn,
brick
July-16-P
$1095.00
nice
utility and priced at $16,000.
Large living room, kitchenfamily mom with built-ins, 1%
Has long highway front.
1964 MERCURY, good fishing
1964 DATSUN, 4-Door station
ceramic bathe, hardwood floors,
IN CANTERBURY Estates we ear, only $195.00 Can be seen
er,
wagon, Air Condition
have two 3 bedroom brick at 1109 Pogue. 753-4652, 7:00
storm doors and windows, utilRadio, Heater, Clean $1095.00
17'C
houses, one is under construc- a. m. to 5:00 p. m.
ity room, outside storage, attic
storage, carport. A good horn
tion and if bought at once
1969 DATSUN 4-Door Sedan,
purchaser could choose colors, 1968 ELECTRA with air and
at an attractive price, wilh
Air Conditioner
financing available to aualifie
carpet and tile. This is the all power. Like new. 1969 ChevFOR SALE
POI SALE
$16911(00
Automatic
fastest growing subdivision In rolet Impala two door hardtop
buyer.
power.
FURNISHED DUPLEX - Iden CASH AND CalUOY. New load ARC REGISTERED German
Murray City School district. with factory air and
1965 PONTIAC, 9 passenger
One of these 'houses is ready Vinyl roof. Cain and Taylor
tical 3 bedroom units on eac carpet. Coonnerde/ tip* hi- Shepherd, male, six months
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
Station Wagon, Air Confor immediate possession.
side, large well landscape alwaskty tubber back, $3.95 sq. old. Phone 753-3056. July-17-P
Jttly-17-C
ditioner, Automatics luggage
ALSO in Canterbury we have Main.
yard, double garage, store& yd. Heavy shag, $3.95 sq. yd. ONE ANTIQUE kitchen cabi$795.00
rack. Special
4 bedroom brick on large sha- 1968 SKYLARK two door hardshed with concrete floor, goo Also in stmt. Big bargain pile, net, one wood room divider.
well or city water. Located o $1.99 sq. yd. and $2.99 sq. yd. Call 436-2289.
dy lot. Has beautiful den with top with factory air and power.
TFNC
fireplace, book shelves and car- 1196 Skylark Custom. Four door
Lynn Grove Highway, just wes tea' anything in Pile while It
Pric
with
kitchen
nice
cam:ninon
BON7
.
,
extra
Mere.
C
1.5SONS
Hosea,
LNG
isf
isms.
peted,
miscount
Palettalia
PONTIA
19If3
cooroo.
r, heritep with Mr end
$21,000.
Hanel, Kentucky 4924733. We racking mare, registered mare
- NEVILLE 2-Door Hard Trip 'range, - dispoilaL dishwashe
Cafe and Taylor Gulf Station.
oven,
ing
self-clean
CALL()WAY AVENUE
has
range
1710
be open 4th of July.
will
and colt, gentle horse, hackCoupe, Air Conditioner,
Main.
and
8th
of
Corner
ney pony stud. Yamaha, Honda
formal dining room, 2% bathr,.
3 bedroonir&ler with large It
Transmission
Antomatic
central heat and air, extra large
ing room, kitchen-family room FOR SALE OR RENT: House motorcycles. Phone 7534580 or
$695.00
nice
power,
July-17-C
1% ceramic baths, utility room bailer, 10' z 51', '61 model. 753-1348.
play or recreation room, 2-car 1965 BONNEVILLE two door
enclosed carport, attractivel Phone 753-7856 or 7534131.
garage, concrete drive to street, hardtop. 1987 Buick LaSabre
August-l-C
landscaped lot. This is an ex
this is one of the better homes four door hardtop with air and
150 BRED Charloias heifers.
1M11 CHRYSLER 4-Door Hard
ceptiortally nice home.
Will split and sell any number
in Murmy. Owners are leaving power. Cain and Taylor Gulf
conditioner,
air
Top,
1620 CATALINA DRIVE - TWO SCHOOL desk chairs, ba- you want. Also 15 service-age
town.
Station. Corner of 6th and
Special 188.00
automatic
bedroom buff brick home o by droller and baby walker, Charolias bulls. Estes StockJuly-17-C
IN PLAINVIEW Acres we have Hain.
a large lot. Has kitchen-farnil Phone 7534771
yard, Vienna, Illinois, phone
a 4 bedroom brick with 2%
automat618room with built-ins, living room
baths that is under construc- 1968 ELCAMINO V-8
ft cab day 618-658-7203 or night
10
BUILT
FACTORY
and
steering
power
cera
1%
with
utility room, carport,
July-21-C
tion. If bought at once you ic
658-5856.
four.
Sleeps
camper.
truck
over
ImChevrolet
1965
draper
roof.
SERVICES OFFERED
role baths, carpeting,
NOTICE
could chooee your carpet, in- vinyl
$675.00. Phone 753-7850. TFC 10' x 60 TRAILER on Kentucky
and Tay.
(es, central heat and air.
laid. This house has den, formal pala convertible Cain
remodelor
new
RY:
8:00
til
CARPENT
evenings
lookis
Open
6th THE POODLE PALACE
furnished, excellent
school district.
city
the
dining room, range, dishwasher, kir Gulf Station. Corner of
of Meg wheel cov- Lake. Well
AXC ing. Foe free estimates call TRAILER PARK - 4 acre trac TWO SETS
r, electric beat,
two
July-17-C
for
conditione
home
air
a
for
cening
Main.
and
garage,
two-car
6:00
disposal,
ers. Phone 753-4516 after
Bucy 492-8120 after,5
Hawley
dryer hook-up.
pups
and
Poodle
washer
Toy
corn
spaces
registered
trailer
complete
(10)
Can
ten
air.
with
TF'NC
tral heat and
p. m.
Aug.-11-C
1964 PONTIAC Bonneville four
p. m.
Corner lot, lots of shade. Near
pleted and room for man
within 30 days. This house is door hardtop with factory air One male and one female,
Point Boat Dock. Blacktop
$5000 each. Phone 753-5291.
priced completed at $33.600.
COMPLETE MOBILE 140ME R& in re A 24' I 44' Duthie Wid 1968 MOBILE HOME. 12 x 52, Pine
and all power. 1965 Falcon two
July-17-C PAIR SERVICE. Bills Mobile Mobile Home on a solid foun two bedroom. Phone 753-8073. road. Near large park. Phone
-ON MELROSE we, have a 4- door sedan. Cain and Taylor
July-21-P
July-17.0 642-7279.
Or unfurnisRbedroom house with 2 baths,
Corner of 6th and APPLICATIONS are now being Home Repairs all makes and dation, furnished
residence
FOUR-BEDROOM, two bath. central heat and air, carpet, Gulf Station.
owner's
the
for
Calor
night.
ed,
day
Call
models.
CB 350. Phone
July-17'C accepted for a Nurse Aide
from YOU'LL NEVER know now 1968 HONDA
; toick home, 1000 Sharpe Street. large open court, 2-car garage, Main.
July-17-P
l. vert City 395-7553. Long dis- Located a short distance
clean that rug will be till you 753-8139.
$115 month. Yearly lease. Ap- fireplace. This house is vacant 1964 CHEVROLET Impale Su Training Class at Murray-Ca
Lake.
efficPut
Kentucky
collect.
call
Blue Lustre. Rent a sham"'way County Hospital. Please tance
try
on
ply at Ledger and Times ITC possession with deed.
Home
436Phone
BRICK
pigs.
LD
cost.
BEDROOM
-WEEK-O
8
per Sport, four in the floor
2
.
c
Bigi&K
jtay
Nursing Office at ient service at reasonable
for only $1.00 at
ON THE Hazel Highway we 1962 Buick station wagon with "ply in the
TFC a large corner lot in Hazel. Lo.Pooer
2113 after 4:00 p. m.
ns
applicatio
NICE FURNISHED one and
All
July-17-C
have a 8-room house with part air and power, Cain and Tay- the Hospital.
cated 2 blocks east of US-641
; two-bedroom apartments. Car2.6 acre lot. Has lor Gulf Station. Corner of 6th are to be in by July 27th'
Road. This is one
on
Line
basement
State
on
Loed.
peted and air condition
July-21-C SAWS FILED lawn mowers and
mo- 1968 BENELLI, 125CC. Five.
240 well, nice shop building, and Main.
July-17-C
of the sbetter homes in Hazel. 12' x 55' TRAILER, 1968
cated 100 South 13th Street.
small appliances repaired and
Phone 753-4491. July-20C speed. See at Murray Mobile
highfeet
del.
300
offer.
tely
an
us
approxima
Make
Married couples only. Kelly's
yard tools sharpened. 512 R.
Homes or call 753-3640.
1988 FAIRLANE 500 two door
way front for $20,000.
2 BEDROOM STUCCO house
C cook stove.
Pest Control. No phone calls
July-18-P
South 12th Street. Phone 753mile S. E. USED ELECTRI
part- hardtop. 1967 Chrysler N e w
1
with'
land,
land
of
of
acres
ACRES
75
2
on
July-18-C
TFC
please.
Phone 753-2573 days, or 7531067.
ially finished cottage, has 3 Yorker four door hardtop with
of Murray. Full price only
July-18-C 1969 HONDA 350, good condi1628 nights.
FURNISHED garage apartment, bedrooms, fireplace, several factory air and power. Vinyl
FLOOR SANDING and finish- $10,000
tion. Phone 753-3092 after 5:30
and
StaGulf
Taylor
Cain
roof.
Y:
Dr.
Mary
and
Richard
hardwood
and
PROPERT
went
Dr.
FARM
with four rooms and bath, air acres of pines
ing, new and old floors,
15 FT G. E. Refrigerator, self p. m.
July-18-P
of
Maian.
and
6th
Corner
tion.
anto
North,
1
wish
Broeringmeyer
19 acres, on US-64
conditioned. Phone '753-2812 af- timber and is priced at $12,guaranteed, 25 years experience.
defroster, good condition. RoJuly-17-C
Chiroprac
FOUR BEAGLE puppies, seven
nounce that their
July-16-C 500.
ter 5:00 p. us.
John Taylor. Wingo, Kentucky, 3 miles from Murray.
bert Thurman, 753-3823.
July-18-C weeks old. Phone 753-6349 af30 acres, 3% miles west of
ON RYAN Avenue we have a 1967 OLDS 98 Luxury sedan tic offices at 302 S. 12th Route 2, 42088; phone 376-2996.
home.
mobile
TWO-BEDROOM
July-18-C
be closed
August-7-C Murray.
ter 5:00 p. m.
3 bedroom brick with den, has
1955 Street Murray will
English
Air conditioned with automatic electric hest, air conditioned, with air and all power.
Saturday, July 18, at which
37 acres, 6 miles S E. of Min,ARC REGISTERED
door
,
sedan,
two
Chevrolet
and
estermale
Bulldog pups. One
washer. Shady lot. Call 489- shady yard, only 1 block from
time they will re-locate to GENERAL PA1NTLNG,
ray.
old. Phone FEEDER PIGS. Phone 753-3999
July-17-C University Campus. This house six cylinder. Cain and Taylor their new more spacioae -Or and interior. Free estimate.
3623.
44 acres, 1 mile N. W. of one Jamie, six weeks
July-&P
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
July-18-P after 5 p. m.
437-6442.
or
753-8932.
437-5581
of
?hope
east
miles
3%
have possession Main.
Puryear. Tenn
July-17-C quarters
TWO LARGE, beautiful, unfurn- is vacant, may
July-16-P
new.
ltke
Murof
FAN,
WINDOW
E
city limits of Murkily,
consider any
65 acres, 6 miles S
90 ACRE FARM near Providenished apartments across from with deed. Will
1TP
753-2885.
or
Phone
753-2962
94.
Phone
Hwy.
offer.
e
harddoor
two
II
reasonabl
ray.
CHEVY
1966
water,
Inrunning
barn,
Westview Nursing Home, South
PROFESSIONAL Painting.
E. of ce with
S.
miles
Estate
8
Real
753-8562.
acres,
your
ALL
new
FOR
four
shift,
92
top.
Standard
for
s
well and spring. Excellent
terior and exterior. Reference
16th Street. Two bedrooms,
2 BLACK TOY Poodle puppies,
ROB- tires. Phone 753-9792 after 4:00
hog or cattle farm. Camper for females. Reasonably
bath, utility room, carpeted, air needs see HOYT or RAY
Free estimates. Phone 753-3488. Murray.
priced.
ef
E.
N.
miles
or
3
Street,
acres,
Main
506
at
Open
July-18-P
p. us.
New Offices Will
Aug.-17-C 96
sale with all necessities. Phone Would make adorable pets. Also
conditioned, with stove, refrig- ERTS
ITC
Hazel.
July-16-P beautiful peacock feathers. Call
MONDAY, JULY 20
436-2319.
erator, garbage disposal and call 753-1651.
HELP WANTED
WILL DO bush-hogging, mow
190 acres. 134 miles S. E.
AT 9 A. M.
July-18-C
dishwasher. Call: 753-4974.
electric 753-7941.
or
FtE
hour
the
FRIGIDAI
ONE
July-18z lag city lots. By
July-21-C
RESPONSIBLE and experienc436WANTED TO BUY
practicPhone
range. Priced low.
Murray.E AREA "LOTS in
K
person to fill secretary- Ammeossomosimempisoman& Job- Phone 753-3798. July-18-P LAKE
ed
July-16-P'
•
ally every tsubdsion, plus 5416.
FIVE ROOM house and bath, WANTED: good used hi-preskkeeper position. Cell 753- i..NOTICE
other building sites within a
enclosed back porch, 504 Pine sure soap machine._ Phone 753- 5632 or write P. 0. Box 270
$650.00.
new,
like
HONDA,
450
3 mile radius of the lake.
Street. Vacant August 1. Phone 8273 after 5:00 p. m. July-16-P r appointment.
Pborre 753-1905 after 5:00 p. m.
buildof
choice
July-18-P
fine
P
ALSO
753-4558.
-July-18-C
July-20-C
ing lots in and near Murray
UNFURNISHED two bedroom
SELL
TO
usTO BUY....see
NOTICE
1967 BSA Hornet, excellent conITC
house. Phone 753-4518.
....list with us!
dition. Phone 474-2985.
Are
Shoes
REALTY,
FULTON YOUNG
July-21-C
OFFICE SPACE in National
4th & Maple, Phone 753-7333
Hotel, minimum, 600 feet Heat
LusHome phones: Fulton E. Young TAKE soil away the Blue
and air conditioner furnished.
and upcarpets
'753from
way
Stinson,
tre
Ishmael
753-4946;
Remodel to suit tenant. Con1TC holstery. Rent electric sham1534.
tact Ed Fronk Kirk at Diuguida..
pooer $1 Western Auto, Home
of "Tim Wishing Well".
BY OWNER: three houses in
July-18-C
New Concord on Hwy., 1 two
IMMACULATE three bedroom
basin
epartinent,. 1, nine room home,
double
13th X Main
large
home with
REGISTERED Chihuahua
both brick veneer. 1, three bed9:30 to 6:00 p.m. belt, family room, kitchen with AJtk• 2 males, 10 weeks old,
se
Warehou
Wig
Of
Back
dis- PuPs,
room, large garage, all have
Phone 753-4974.
built-in range and garbage
and sh°t.s, $50.00
vtall-to-wall carpeting, storm
July-18-C
pose!, utility room, carport
insulated.
Owner
doors,
windows end
Black bear rub'. weigh onIs carpeted living room.
OWL
Girdle
WATERF
SURVEY
sale.
consider
Priced for quick
ASSUME PAYMENTS of $18.25
half a pound at birth.
has intstructed us to
WASHINGTON (UPI -The
Contact
offer.
month on Walnut Spinet
R. Jones, Route 2. Hazel, Kenper
reasonable
* * *
any
Interior_Department -reports
tucky, phone 436-2353. J-18-P
Waldrop Real Estate Phone piano at Leach's Music & TV,
mosquito
a
of
wings
The
•
that aerial surveys in Canadian
Center.
July-18-C Dixieland
Shopping
753,5646
TWO-BEDROOM .unfurnished
and U.S. nesting areas reveal beat :300 times a in mute.
July-22-C
Phone 753-7575:
hest,
central
,
duplex apartment
the highest populations of
air conditioned, carpeted, stove.
ELECTRIC DRYER, Kenmore,
breeding age waterfowl in
Couples only. Phone 753-8067.
(220-V). like new, must sell.
recent years.
July-23-P
First $50.00 gets it. Phone 753"Bl'eecling mallards and pin'''''''''''''''''''• -•.
July-113-C
7719.
tails increased about 30 and 20
'
SERVICES OPPIRED
per cent respectively with
Boar,
HAMPSHIRE
BLACK
mallards at their highest -level
ready for service. Phone 753since 1958 and pintails the
July-18-C
7630.
highest since 19607" a spokesman said. The department
HONDA 90, like new Priced
credited the increase to breedfor quick sale. -Phone 753-3724.
ing areas in Alaska, the
itzly-18-C
'
•n4
Northwest Territories and
and
Northern Saskatchewan
PIANOS and antra
Nat $10.00 monthly, rent ap Scorer
Manitoba.,
Wes to purchase. Used spinet
\l-:W V(UDC (I.P1)- Jies,
pianos and organs Lenard°
"turner of the New `fork jet.
Co.
"Your
Company
Piano
'MEE ESTIMATE
pets Musk Store". Paris and ha. sutler(' :161 pviinto- in his
%earl) Mt 11.-4 44411 .1 X
preo Ilorr seasons in the %mei
Martin, Tennessee.
((west fires are
H-July-17-(
I- nnthail Ieagure** •
loss Iminng of trash.

Air Conditioned
New Datsun
Trade-Ins

NOTICE

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN
Some of our competitors are telling we
are out of business, of course they have
told it for the past seven years. -

200 DOWN
$60 to $80 a Month
(based on family income)

I

Hardwood
Baseboard Heat _
Fully Insulated
5 Yr. Termite Warranty
Storm Windows & Doors
Ceramic Tile Bath
MODELS ON CATALINA DRIVE
OPEN 24 paw:- Every
Saturday a Sunday
*
*
*
*
*
*

1

We are still in business ,. we still sell
beautiful Curtis-Mathes
We are proud to announce that Mr. Cecil
Orten is back with us, which we had for
several years.

TV SERVICE CENTER
753-5865

312 N. 4th Street

For Information Call

Jesse Spencer or Mrs. Mobley
753-8958

753-3616

Lassiter-McKinney
4
Datsun

1

. e Street
Sycamor

NOTICE

SHOP AT THE SHOE MART

Always Sale Priced
Where
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED BRANDS
AT SAVINGS UP TO 50%
We still have a good selection of Sandals and
Summer Shoes at Reduced Prices.'

Alt

SAFTBILT

Nana'

BLACKTOP
DRIVEWAYS

Central
Paving Co

753-4199

U1SIVE DISTRIBIITURS
CAIN jEThWihi:LNINOTRIIIIIRDAstiON
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"But every once in a while,
when_f .look _out the_windmi!..,oF_
walk down the street, I sense •
an apology in the recesses of
my mind when I think of you.
Thinks of Pollution
"When I stand at a bus stop
in a cloud of exhaust that
lingers around me so I smell
the city when I go home or try
to shield my eyes against the
flying debris that litters the
streets I wonder how your eyes
and lungs will react to it. When
I think of showing you this land
of ours I think tif. trash-lined
highways, littered beaches and
no-fishing signs _ warning of
polluted waters. When I think
of your mother taking you for a
stroll in the fresh air I wonder
how far She will have to go to
find that fresh air. How long .
will you be able to sleep with
the jets over head and the
trucks below?
"And if you should survive
the earth, sea and sky, will you
survive your fellow man? I
must apologize for what the
past generation has left and
what some of the present
generation is creating.
"It is a selfish love that '
welcomes a new born child into
the world. We hope you don't
suffer because of it."

&

TIMES

_

NEW IN BERKELEY'S ARSENAL -Police in Berkeley, Calif.,
where one might say campus disturbances were invented,
have this new Multiple Baton Shell to deal with rough dissidents. It.is a metal cylinder with five wooden pellets, intended to be painful but not fatal A Hong Kong product.

NEW YORK(UPI)-Ten former Big 10 Conference football
players now hold head coaching
positions in the National Football League.

TORONTO (UP!)-The Toronto Maple Leafs and the old
New York Americans set the
National League hockey record
for the fastest scoring by both
teams at Toronto March 19,
1938, with eight goals in four
•ninutes, 52 seconds. Toronto
scored five of the eight goals
Ind went on to win, 8-5.
HITCHHIKE KIDNAP
—Eve Hindin, 19, daughter of New York fur
buyer Sidney Hindin, is
believed to have been
kidnaped by a motorist
who shot two of her
hitchhiking companions,
killing one, near San Simeon. Calif.

BAR

United Press I

* * *

Good start
NEW YORK (UPI)-Bob
Feller became the only major
leaguer to pitch a no-hitter on
the opening day of the season
when he stopped the Chicago
White Sox, 1-0 on April 16,
1940.

MONKEY SHINES—Using a leaf of lettuce as a
hat, a young orangutan pretties up and does a bit
of emoting for the cameraman at the Atlanta Zoo.

A6.1 NJ

Receive Tax Ma
various taxing d
the Murray Pov
left to right abc
Mayor Holmes f
bert 0. Miller.

Nearly
Taxes P
Electric

The Murray Electr
Thursday handed chec
$79,190 to taxing d
Calloway County re
tax payments for the
and 1969. The checks tt
Thursday are in a
640,000 which has air
paid on taxes for these
TV/1
The local
distributor is the only
in the state which t
these taxes which ha,
..2_4_,_atioj....gjoge earl;
-Viarlotis comrnuruBei
state.
The tax controver
because of a ruling in

PEAT MOSS
931

Concrete Planters and Bird Baths
Reg. Price

/
1
2 Off

Large Urn

'4.33

'2.39

Small Urn

'2.44

9.63

14" Planter

'4.33

12i89

30" Planter

'5.33

$3.56

'8.66

$5.711

'11.66

$7.811

Med. Birdbath
with stand
Large Bird Bath
with stand

1

All Purpose-Metal

30x60

FOLDING
TABLE

Seen&I-11
Arourx
Murrell

944

GAS ENGINES
COVENTRY, R.I. tUPI1-The
Coventry Police Department
plans to equip three of its
cruisers with, propane gas
engines as a method of fighting
air pollution.
'Chief Harvey Simmons said
Tuesday the conversion would
cost about 8400, but estimated
maintenance costs would be
reduced about 50 per cent after
the conversion.
CLAMP DOWN ON DRUGS
JERUSALEM (UPI i-The Interior Ministry said Tuesday
Israel will deport foreign
tourists caught or convicted of
using or selling drugs. Deputy
Interior Minister Yosel Goldsctunidt told. Knesset (parliament) the use of hashish and
other narcotics was growing in
Israel.

The Prim
Source of P
In Murray
Calloway C

Hockey record

Fourteen cattle charged uu•
of the truck and through tht
area before police roundec
them up. Police herded them
back to the truck which was
righted during the roundup.

They made it

THURSDAY - JULY 16. 1970

IURRAY. YINTUCRv

PLAY NEW ROLE
OMAHA, Neb. (UPI)---Sever
al policemen played the rolt.
cowpokes Monday when a cat
truck overturned during r.,
hour on Interstate O.

rishington
Window
By LOUIS CASSELS
UPI Senior Editor
WASHINGTON (UPI) -David is 27. Cyndy is 22.
As is often the case in today's
young marriages, both David
and Cyndy work. But Cyndy
will be retiring from business
in a few months to take up
another career. Her baby is due
in January.
Because David and Cyndy are
thoughtful and sensitive people,
and David is a writer, it was
natural for them to try to
articulate the feelings they
experienced when the doctor
told Cyndy the big news.
So David composed "a letter
to my unborn child." He did not
think of it as something to be
published, but simply as a
private communication which
might or might not be shown
some day to the addressee.
Composes Letter
Here is David's letter to his
future son or daughter:
"Now, you are hardly discernible as a form of life as we on
the outside know it. The doctor
says you have formed some
kind of a shape about two
inches long. I'm six-foot-one
now.
"According to the doctor you
should struggle from the womb
next year during January. Your
mother and I have reserved a
place for you . .
•'I have spent and shall spend
many more moments planning
for you, at least until you are
able to plan for yourself . . .
Your mother and I are looking
forward to seeing you with a
love that •Iire -have never had
the opportunity to feel before
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Th• trouble with chi
it makes you see
and feel single.

D. 0. Flynn says th
in a man is never ma
iated than when hi
read."
Lucky the outside dc
come popular again.
ed her up yesterday
some food in for he
started in with the
bolted out of the gal
ing water all over hi
too. We got her back
minutes later with in
ing, soft words, muc
etc.
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This Valuable Coupon Worth
**
•'20" Off Reg. Price Murray Riding Mowe
•

h10" Off Reg. Price Turbo-Matic Self Propelled
Off Reg. Price 20-in. Dyna-Mow Mower
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As we led her in s
back. She was sure
going to cut her thri
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'Various and sundry c
(Continued en le

Oaks Medal h
Starts Tomme

Complete with Swing and
Sliding Board
•

Reg. '44"
2 Only to Sell!

Murray 25" Riding Mower
22" Turbo-Matic Self-Propelled
20" Super-Mow
20" Dyna-Mow

244
5614.
37"

with coupon
with coupon
with coupon

$3488 With coupon

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
IDOKS AT FREEDOM.
--Roman Catholic BishEdward Walsh-.
op
79. 'looks at freedom in
Hong Kong after 12
years ithprisonment in
Communist China. Walsh.
I's reported **in rerun r k
ably good- health,
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BEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
OPEN: 9ail to 9pm Mon. 7 Sat.-i-6.-pm Sundays

ACRES of
*FREE PARKING
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The Oaks Country(
Tournament will beia
•_
_and l9
Pairings for the t
",,re as follows:
•Number One Tee, 12
Boggess, Clyde Adh
Walker; 12:35 Howie (
Duke Wilder, Paul
12:40 Ted Lawson, 1
Macon Blankenship,
Lovett; 12:45 Danny
James Ward, Jim We
Adams; 12:50 Don Gr
Bryan, Clyde Robei
George Oakley, Fri
Hillarf Rogers, Georg
1:00 Jerry Hopkins
Brewer, James Neale.
Number Ten Tee, 12
Buchanan, David Bu
Bobby Eike; 12:35 Gras
Roy Cothran, Tony
12:40 Bob Brown, Karl
Bob 73drke. Bill Re
James White, Chester
1141.C.Garrot. Joe Rex
J. ;P. Parker. Mitch
Rudell Parks: 12;
Grogan, Joe Emersc
Thomaa John White

